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ABSTRACT 
 
Frictional Unemployment with Stochastic Bubbles* 
 
Bubbles are recurrent events, which contribute to both macroeconomic and employment 
volatility. We introduce stochastic bubbles in the standard search-and matching model of the 
labor market. The economy alternates between latent and bubbly states, each being 
associated with a distinct solution for the market value of firms (respectively, stable or 
explosive). Bubbles in firm value induce distortions in hiring decisions and wages, which we 
explicitly characterize. Faced with bubbles, the social planner optimally deviates from the 
standard Hosios efficiency condition. The optimal share of workers in total surplus must be 
above the elasticity of hiring rates, by a small but increasing amount as the bubble expands. 
Finally, our specification for bubbles significantly improves the quantitative ability of the 
model to match U.S. data, along both real and financial dimensions. 
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NON-TECHNICAL SUMMARY 
 
Recent research has renewed the interest in bubbles as potentially important determinants of 
business cycles. Several decades have been characterized by recurrent episodes of high 
financial volatility. Examples include the Black Monday crash of 1987, the Dot-com bubble of 
1999-2000, and the stock market crash of 2008-2009. Between October 2007 and March 
2009, the decline in the Dow Jones was -53.9%. The repeated rise and fall of firm market 
values can hardly be attributed only to technological innovations. Instead, these episodes are 
often described as economy-wide changes in beliefs, and referred to as “bubbles”.  
 
The connection between financial fluctuations and employment is important but still lacks a 
consensus. We focus here on bubbles as an alternative source of financial fluctuations. As 
we document in the text, bubbly episodes strongly correlate with fluctuations in labor market 
outcomes and have thus the potential to explain unemployment volatility. Although bubbles 
are hard to disentangle from fundamentals in the data, financial markets fluctuations can 
easily be connected to the appearance and burst of bubbles: in particular bubbles are more 
likely to appear when agents discount at low rates of interest. 
 
Our first contribution is to bring back bubbles as explosive solutions to the standard labor 
matching model. We do so in a setup which is both analytically tractable and consistent with 
the data. In particular, bubbly episodes in our model are temporary. We define two states: the 
latent and the bubbly states. The economy alternates between these states according to a 
stochastic process. In the latent state, expectations of all agents are coordinated on a stable 
path. In the bubbly state, the asset values grow at the only rate consistent with rational 
expectations.  
 
The second contribution is to explore the implications of such bubbles on unemployment 
volatility. Unemployment and labor market tightness are far more volatile in the data than in 
the model. We highlight a new “financial volatility puzzle”, namely the fact that financial 
variables implied by the standard model, such as the market value of firms or the price-
earnings ratio, also exhibit low volatility. We provide evidence that the two puzzles are linked. 
Allowing for bubbles significantly improves the ability of the model to replicate U.S. data.  
 
The third contribution is to explore the normative implications of bubbles. Distortions induced 
by bubbles can either improve or reduce efficiency in their early phase. If the economy starts 
in the steady-state at an efficient level of unemployment, as bubbles expand, distortions 
magnify, and bubbles are socially undesirable, even though they temporarily reduce 
unemployment. 
1 Introduction
Recent decades have been characterized by recurrent episodes of high financial volatility.
Examples, illustrated in Figure 1, include the Black Monday crash of 1987, the Dot-com
bubble of 1999-2000, and the stock market crash of 2008-2009. Between October 2007
and March 2009, the decline in the Dow Jones was -53.9%.1 The repeated rise and fall of
firm market values can hardly be attributed only to technological innovations. Instead,
these episodes are often described as economy-wide changes in beliefs, and referred to as
“bubbles”.
The connection between financial fluctuations and employment is important but still
lacks a consensus. Hall (2016) argues that the sources of fluctuation in employment in the
canonical search-and-matching model of the labor market are yet unresolved and that the
most promising explanation comes from fluctuations in the discount rate. We focus here
on bubbles as an alternative source of financial fluctuations. As we document in the next
section, bubbly episodes strongly correlate with fluctuations in labor market outcomes
and have thus the potential to explain unemployment volatility. Although bubbles are
hard to disentangle from fundamentals in the data, financial markets fluctuations can
easily be connected to the appearance and burst of bubbles: in particular bubbles are
more likely to appear when agents discount at low rates (Caballero, 2006), fitting the
insights in Hall (2016) of disproportionate inflation of real variables after an episode of
low discounting.
Recent important papers have renewed the interest in bubbles as potentially important
determinants of business cycles. Martin and Ventura (2012) and Carvelho, Martin, and
Ventura (2011) develop a view of bubbles driven by investors’ sentiments and study their
quantitative properties.2 Further, as Fahri and Tirole (2012) show, bubbles may be
sustainable in a broader range of models than initially thought. In particular, in the
1There are also a number of trading days in which large changes in asset prices are hard to justify by
changes in fundamentals only, and can be best explained by changes in beliefs. For example, the S&P
500 fell by 8.81% on September 29, 2008 and by 9.03% on October 15, 2008.
2See also Ljungqvist and Wilhelm (2003); Ofek and Richardson (2003); Brunnermeier and Nagel (2004)
for the Dot-come bubble. Kindleberger (1978) provides a detailed account of a number of other historical
episodes typically considered as bubbles.
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presence of imperfect capital markets, bubbles can arise even if the economy is dynamically
efficient, in contrast with results obtained in models with perfect markets.
Figure 1 – S&P Composite Index, 1970-2016
This figure plots the S&P Composite Index over the 1970-2016 period. Data in the left and right panels
are, respectively, in nominal and real terms. See Appendix A for details on the data.
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In this paper, we introduce bubbles in the standard search-and-matching model of
the labor market (Pissarides, 1985, 2000). In the simplest single-worker firm, the asset
value of a filled vacancy solves a Bellman equation. It equals profits to be earned at the
current date, plus the expected firm value at the beginning of next period. The latter
term depends on expectations about capital gains, that is, per-period changes in the firm’s
market value. One particular solution is the fundamental value, i.e., firm value always
equals the present discounted value of future profits. There are, however, an infinite num-
ber of other solutions, associated with divergent expectations. Imposing transversality
conditions, these other solutions, or bubbles, can be ruled out (Pissarides, 2000). Exist-
ing works have therefore restricted attention to the unique stable path. Nonetheless, as
Blanchard and Fischer (1989, Chapter 5) highlight, ruling out bubbles relies “on a degree
of rationality and foresight that is unlikely to be present in practice.”
Our first contribution is to bring back these explosive solutions to the standard labor
matching model. We do so in a setup which is both analytically tractable and consistent
with the data. In particular, bubbly episodes in our model are temporary. We define
two states: the latent and the bubbly states. The economy alternates between these
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states according to a stochastic process which is common knowledge. In the latent state,
expectations of all agents are coordinated on a stable path, as in Pissarides (2000). In the
bubbly state, the asset values grow at the only rate consistent with rational expectations.
Transitions between states follow a Poisson process.
The second contribution is to explore the implications of such bubbles in the matching
model. Compared to the model by Pissarides (1985, 2000), in which all equilibrium values
are fundamental values, bubbles induce distortions in market tightness, hiring decisions,
and wages. We characterize these distortions in closed-form. In the latent state, where
divergent expectations do not exist but may appear stochastically, we find that equilibrium
values of labor market variables are not equal to fundamental values. This is because the
value of filled vacancies incorporates the present value of capital gains due to future
bubbles. Distortions amplify in the bubbly state, as the gap between the value of filled
and unfilled vacancies widens over time. Firms post more vacancies. The tightness of the
labor market increases, unemployment decreases, and wages increase. These predictions
are consistent with stylized facts about bubbles.
From a normative viewpoint, distortions induced by bubbles can either improve or
reduce efficiency in their early phase. On the one hand, if the economy starts in the
steady-state at an efficient level of unemployment, as bubbles expand, distortions magnify,
and bubbles are socially undesirable, even though they temporarily reduce unemployment.
Jobs are created even though they generate low, or even negative, real profits. In that
case, to correct the allocative distortions induced by bubbles, the social planner optimally
deviates from the standard Hosios efficiency condition (Hosios, 1990), according to which
the workers’ share of surplus within matches internalizes their congestion externality in
the search process. Here, the social planner wants to mitigate congestion externalities,
but also to lower investors’ expectations about future capital gains from the bubble. It
does so by optimally increasing the workers’ share of surplus above the matching elasticity
parameter (reflecting the congestion effect), but also eventually, when bubbles have lasted
for too long, by setting the workers’ share of surplus above one. This modified Hosios
rule is a temporary one, depending on the time elapsed since the bubble appearance.
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On the other hand, under the “small surplus assumption” (Hagedorn and Manovskii,
2008), where the actual share of workers largely exceeds the efficient value implied by the
matching externality, then bubble expansion reduces inefficiencies, at least temporarily,
until the modified Hosios rule is reached.
Quantitatively, using our calibration, the deviation from the Hosios rule is small when
the bubble starts, but continuously increases as the bubble expands. The optimal share
of workers in total surplus could even reach 1 after 27 quarters. We remain silent on
how the share of workers could be affected by the social planner, but instruments such as
tax on wages or subsidies to non-employment, as well as direct actions on labor market
tightness – such as a taxes on vacancies – could be used.
A third contribution is to show that allowing for bubbles significantly improves the
ability of the matching model to replicate U.S. data. It is indeed well-known that common
calibrations of the model give rise to an unemployment volatility puzzle (Shimer, 2005;
Pissarides, 2009): unemployment and labor market tightness are far more volatile in the
data than in the model. We highlight a new “financial volatility puzzle”, namely the
fact that financial variables implied by the standard model, such as the market value
of firms or the price-earning ratio, also exhibit low volatility. We provide evidence that
the two puzzles are linked. Indeed, we document strong co-movement between the stock
market valuation of firms and labor market outcomes, both at the sector level and at the
aggregate level.
We show that allowing for stochastic bubbles can jointly rationalize high financial and
labor market volatility. In our quantitative exercise, we calibrate all parameters related
to the labor market as in Shimer (2005). Parameters governing bubbles are set based on
financial data, such as the frequency and average duration of stock price bubbles. Simu-
lated volatilities of the job finding rate and of market tightness are close to their empirical
counterparts. Therefore, bubbles have the potential to jointly solve the unemployment
volatility and the financial volatility puzzles.
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Interpretation of bubbles
There is a large literature on bubbles, which we summarize in greater detail in Section 8.
Here, we describe the relation between our model of bubbles and existing specifications.
First, our model is kept as close to full rationality as possible. For example, the expected
return of holding the bubble is equal to the risk-free rate, in line with Tirole (1982,
1985) and Blanchard and Watson (1982). The Poisson process leading to a bubbly state
corresponds to the appearance of a positive mass of agents believing in explosive capital
gains. These agents have the ability to buy assets at their new price, even if they rationally
anticipate that the bubble will eventually burst. Hence, the existence condition for a
bubble is the presence of a mass of agents believing in the bubbly solution and facing
no cash limit, nor expecting any cash limit to bind in the future. Furthermore, no other
agent is able to immediately short sell the bubble and make it collapse.3
These assumptions make it possible to solve one difficulty with rational bubbles: for
rational bubbles to exist, they must logically have existed forever, as clearly stated in Weil
(1987) and Diba and Grossman (1988). This is because forward-looking agents, rationally
expecting today’s value, must have bought the bubble at a price consistent with today’s
price at any point in the past. Ever-growing bubbles are at odds with historical evidence.
Instead, a bubble is always present in our model, but the succession of latent and bubbly
states limits the perpetual growth of bubble. Hence, the bubble can have been present
since the first day of trading, still exist and be finite at any date.
Symmetrically, the random Poisson event inducing bubbly expectations to end can be
interpreted as the disappearance of the mass of agents believing in the bubbly solution,
or as resulting from credit constraints or from a change in beliefs by these agents. When
this occurs, the firm goes back to the latent state. In our model, we let latent and bubbly
solutions exist sequentially, and both survive for a random number of periods.
Our model shares features of a perpetual youth model à la Blanchard and Fischer
(1989, Chapter 3) on firms’ side: agents owning the bubbly asset periodically die at a
3Another interpretation is that there is temporary coordination of all agents on one bubbly solution
for firm value. This interpretation is consistent with empirical evidence according to which aggregate
investor sentiment can drive bubbles (Baker and Wurgler, 2006, 2007).
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constant rate due to the obsolescence of the firm. This is an idiosyncratic event which
dissipates the firm’s value. In a steady-state, they are replaced by agents starting new
businesses to satisfy a free-entry condition. These population inflows and outflows reduce
the accumulation of wealth in the economy, as in an OLG setup.
Another issue pertains to the perception of bubbles by agents. If the bubble could last
forever, agents would not believe into it if they knew that the bubble would disappear
with certainty due to some feasibility constraint. In our setup, agents know that any
bubbly episode will stochastically end, and this happens with probability approaching
one exponentially. However, it is still rational to buy or keep the asset associated with
the bubble. The only requirement is a feasibility constraint: agents believe that there will
be buyers as long as the bubbly regime lasts. One possible rationalization is that, even for
a large bubble, monetary authorities commit to supplying the liquidity needed to sustain
it as long as the bubbly state exists, a situation that may resemble current episodes of
monetary policy.
The assumptions that agents may misperceive the feasibility constraint, may have
different expectations about bubbles but cannot engage in short-selling if they are non-
believers (in the bubble), and that firms may periodically disappear, are sufficient for
bubbles to exist in our infinite-horizon model. In contrast, Tirole (1982) derived conditions
under which bubbles can be ruled out. Our assumptions are needed to bring back bubbles
in search-and-matching models in a tractable way.4
Organization of the paper
We proceed as follows. Section 2 documents facts that motivate the specification of the
model. Section 3 describes the model with fixed wages, while Section 4 endogenizes
wages. Section 5 discusses first-best and second-best efficiency. We extend the model to
productivity shocks in Section 6 and calibrate it and report simulation results in Section
7. Section 8 relates the paper to the literature.
4We view these assumptions as a convenient shortcut for the financial imperfections sustaining bubbles,
as emphasized in Fahri and Tirole (2012).
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2 Facts and the “financial volatility puzzle”
Before turning to the model, we present facts that motivate our introduction of bubbles in
the search-and-matching model. In particular, we discuss the relation between labor and
financial market volatilities in the conventional model and in U.S. data, and document a
financial volatility puzzle.
2.1 Labor and financial market volatility: Empirical evidence
We start with sectoral evidence of the relation between bubbles and employment. In Panel
A of Figure 2, we illustrate the bubble on technology stocks at the end of the 1990s.5 We
superimpose the Nasdaq (index for technology stocks) with the Dow Jones Industrial
Average (general index) over the 1995-2005 period, after normalizing each index to 100
in 1995. The market valuation of technology stocks relative to other stocks increased
considerably in the months leading up to the March 2000 crash. We interpret this event
as a sectoral bubble. In the context of the Pissarides model, this corresponds to a sharp
increase in the market value of firms in the technology sector.
Turning to labor market outcomes, we plot in Panel B the level of U.S. employment
in the technology sector and in other sectors over the same period. The left figure shows
that the total number of workers employed in the technology sector (normalized to 100 in
January 1995) increased at a faster pace than the number of workers in other sectors in the
years leading to 2000 crash. After 2000, it decreased back to a level similar to that of the
pre-bubble period. To isolate differences in employment trends in the technology and in
other sectors from cyclical labor market outcomes correlated with the bubble, we detrend
employment series in the right figure of Panel B. Focusing on the cyclical component of
employment makes it evident that large deviations from the aggregate trend occurred
at the time the market valuation of technology firms increased relative to that of non-
technology firms. Therefore, sectoral fluctuations in the stock market are closely linked
5To illustrate our argument, the technology bubble is more relevant than housing bubbles. Housing
bubbles are typically bubbles on land, not on firm value as such. The fact that the rise and fall of
technology stocks in the 1990s is due to a bubble is widely acknowledged, see footnote 2.
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to the dynamics of labor market variables.
Wages exhibit a different pattern over the same period. In Panel C, wages in the
technology sector and in other sectors are plotted, both in levels (normalized to 100 in
January 1995, left figure) and in log-deviation from trend (right figure). As can be seen,
wages do not exhibit strong deviations from trend in the technology sector during the
bubble.6 In this respect, evidence suggests that labor market adjustments during bubbles
occur primarily through quantities rather than through prices.
Finally, a tight connection between the stock market valuation of firms and labor
market outcomes is also observed at the aggregate level, over the post-war period. In
Panel A of Figure 3, we plot the HP-filtered log-level of the S&P Composite Stock Price
Index, obtained from Shiller (2015), together with the U.S. unemployment rate, over
the 1951-2014 period. A strong negative relation between the two series is observed:
unemployment is low at times stock market valuations are high, and vice versa. Over this
period, the pairwise correlation between both series is -0.53.
2.2 Financial volatility in the standard matching model
Next, we revisit the argument according to which the matching model (Pissarides, 1985,
2000), using standard parameter values, does not generate a high enough volatility of
unemployment and labor market tightness (Shimer, 2005). We summarize this discussion
in Table 1. In Panel A, we compute the log standard deviation of several labor market
variables in U.S. data, over the 1951-2014 period.7 These variables include unemployment,
vacancies, labor market tightness and the job finding rate (see Appendix A for details on
the data used). Labor productivity has a log standard deviation of 0.020, while labor
market tightness has a log standard deviation of 0.371. In Panel B, we compute the
same moments based on simulations of the Pissarides model, and using the calibration by
6Our wage data may underestimate the impact of bubbles on wages, since it concentrates on pro-
duction and nonsupervisory employees (see Appendix A for details). As such, it excludes executive
compensation, which is more likely to be sensitive to bubbles in firm value. Indeed, a sizable share of
executive compensation is often tied to the firm’s stock price.
7For consistency with the literature, we follow Shimer (2005) by converting all variables at a quarterly
frequency and HP-filtering them with a smoothing parameter equal to 100,000. Standard deviations are
from HP trends.
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Shimer (2005). We obtain a log standard deviation of 0.035 for labor market tightness,
i.e., about ten times lower than in the data. Other variables, such as unemployment or
the job finding rate, are also an order of magnitude less volatile in the model than in the
data.
We also report financial moments simulated from the same model. The log standard
deviation of firm market value equals 0.017, and is relatively close to the volatility of
labor productivity (equal to 0.020). Computed using the S&P Composite Index over the
1951-2014 period, the same moment equals 0.151 in the data. The market valuation of
firms is about eight times more volatile in the data than in the model. Therefore, both
real and financial variables lack volatility in the standard model.
We finally compare the price-earning (P/E) ratio in the model and in the data. Fo-
cusing on the P/E ratio makes it possibly to assess the volatility of market prices relative
to that of fundamentals. We obtain a time series of the cyclically adjusted P/E ratio,
computed using the S&P Composite Index, from Robert Shiller’s website (see Appendix
A for details).8 In the matching model, we compute the same P/E ratio, where prices are
the market value of firms and earnings the difference between output and wages. The log
standard deviation of the P/E ratio equals 0.161 in the data. In contrast, it is eleven times
less volatile in the model (log standard deviation of 0.015), and close to the volatility of
labor productivity (equal to 0.020). We conclude that a large part of fluctuations in stock
market prices in the data are not driven by changes in earnings. Therefore, turning to
the model, the lack of volatility of fundamentals is not sufficient to explain the lack of
volatility of stock market valuations.9 Additional intuition can be gained by noticing, in
Panel B of Figure 3, that empirical fluctuations in the P/E ratio closely track fluctuations
in the stock market (Panel A). These facts suggest that a large part of financial volatility
is not directly attributable to the volatility of earnings.
8Results are consistent, however more noisy, when using a plain P/E ratio. Noise arises from a well-
documented drawback of the P/E ratio. Following drops in earnings during recessions, the P/E ratio
is artificially inflated when earnings are low or close to zero. Shiller performs a cyclical adjustment by
averaging earnings over a moving period of 10 years.
9Starting with Shiller (1981), a number a papers have argued that the volatility of stock prices cannot
be explained by the volatility of dividends.
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Since stock market prices have a high volatility in the data, even though the funda-
mental drivers of asset prices (i.e., earnings) have a low volatility, a model is which all
decisions and valuations are driven by changes in earnings is unlikely, by construction, to
replicate empirical volatilities. We see this fact as a new challenge to the standard model,
and call it the financial volatility puzzle.
This section has highlighted four facts. First, data at both the sector level and the
aggregate level show a close connection between financial markets and labor markets. Sec-
ond, the noted fact that the standard matching model cannot replicate the high volatility
of labor markets is the reflection of its inability to replicate the high volatility of financial
market variables. The introduction of a channel giving rise to volatile market prices in the
absence of volatile fundamentals is therefore needed. Third, non-fundamental changes in
the market value of firms (bubbles) play a role in jointly explaining the high financial and
labor market volatility.10 Last, adjustments in the labor market during bubbly episodes
arise mostly through quantities, not wages.
10The fact that, even in the absence of bubbles, financial markets have a potential role to play in
explaining unemployment fluctuations, has been developed in a recent paper by Hall (2016), where
financial market-driven changes in discount rates affect hiring decisions. While changes in discount rates
have the potential to explain the aggregate dynamics, they cannot rationalize sectoral shifts in the market
valuation of firms, as we document in the case of the technology bubble.
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Table 1 – Data versus Pissarides model moments
This table compares labor and financial market moments in the data (Panel A) and in the Pissarides
model with fully flexible wages (Panel B). u denotes unemployment, v the number of vacancies, θ the labor
market tightness, f the job finding rate, x labor productivity, J the market value of firms and J/(x−w)
the price-earning ratio. Data is at a quarterly frequency, over the 1951-2015 period. Whenever needed,
quarterly variables are computed by averaging monthly variables. Financial moments are computed
using the S&P Composite Index. The model is calibrated using the parameter values suggested by
Shimer (2005) and summarized in Table 2. All variables, both in data and model, are reported is logs as
deviations from an HP trend with smoothing parameter 100,000. Persistence refers to the autocorrelation
of growth rates. Details on the construction of the data series are provided in Appendix A.
Panel A: Data — 1951-2014
Labor market moments Financial moments
u v θ f x J J/(x− w)
Standard deviation 0.200 0.187 0.371 0.136 0.020 0.151 0.161
Autocorrelation 0.948 0.943 0.947 0.935 0.897 0.923 0.931
Persistence 0.588 0.634 0.670 0.120 0.102 0.333 0.350
u 1 -0.875 -0.964 -0.950 -0.330 -0.485 -0.493
v – 1 0.970 0.826 0.359 0.431 0.448
θ – – 1 0.913 0.356 0.468 0.483
Correlation matrix f – – – 1 0.327 0.535 0.505
x – – – – 1 0.178 0.335
J – – – – – 1 0.938
J/(x− w) – – – – – – 1
Panel B: Pissarides model
Labor market moments Financial moments
u v θ f x J J/(x− w)
Standard deviation 0.015 0.025 0.035 0.020 0.020 0.017 0.018
Autocorrelation 0.914 0.595 0.826 0.826 0.838 0.383 0.297
Persistence 0.270 -0.277 -0.081 -0.081 -0.044 -0.044 -0.458
u 1 -0.534 -0.773 -0.773 -0.779 -0.777 -0.599
v – 1 0.950 0.949 0.938 0.943 0.864
θ – – 1 0.999 0.993 0.997 0.872
Correlation matrix f – – – 1 0.993 0.997 0.872
x – – – – 1 0.999 0.873
J – – – – – 1 0.874
J/(x− w) – – – – – – 1
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Figure 2 – Stock market valuation, employment and wages: the whole economy and the
technology sector, 1995-2005
Panel A depicts a sectoral stock market bubble. It plots two stock market indices, the Dow Jones
Industrial Average and the Nasdaq Composite Index over the 1995-2005 period (“technology bubble”).
The Nasdaq is concentrated on technology firms while the DJIA is a general index. We normalize both
series to 100 in January 1995. Panel B plots employment in the technology sector and in all other sectors
over the same period. The left figure plots the total number of employed workers, normalized to 100 in
January 1995. The right figure plots the same variables in log deviations from trends. Panel C plots
hourly earnings in the technology sector and in all other sectors over the same period. The left figure
plots the level of hourly earnings, normalized to 100 in January 1995. The right figure plots the same
variables in log deviations from trends. Trends are obtained using an HP filter with smoothing parameter
equal to 100,000. Details on the construction of the data series are provided in Appendix A.
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Panel B: Employed workers in the technology sector
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Panel C: Hourly earnings in the technology sector
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Figure 3 – Aggregate stock market valuation and unemployment
Panel A plots the U.S. stock market valuation (left axis) and unemployment (right axis) over the period
from 1951Q1 to 2014Q4. Panel B plots the cyclically adjusted price-earning ratio (left axis) and unem-
ployment (right axis) over the same period. Stock market data is for the S&P Composite Stock Price
Index. For the stock market level and P/E ratio, we show cyclical variation obtained by HP-filtering the
log of these variables, with smoothing parameter equal to 100,000. Unemployment is in percentage of
the labor force. NBER recession periods are shaded. Details on the construction of the data series are
provided in Appendix A.
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Panel B: Price-earning ratio and unemployment
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3 Bubbles in a one-sector economy
Next, we show that allowing for bubbly solutions in the matching model allows replicating
the above facts. We start by exposing the notation of the Pissarides (1985, 2000) model.
Then, bubbles on firm value are introduced. In a first part, we treat wages as parameters
for the firm and derive the main concepts of entry and bubbles. Next, we consider
bargaining on wages and equilibrium.
Thereafter, we describe three distinct cases. The first one, referred to as fundamental,
is the Pissarides model, in which there are no bubbles, and bubbles cannot arise. The two
other cases are those in which a bubble exists and is always present. However, the bubble
can either be latent or expanding. In the latent state, asset values are stationary, but the
economy can shift stochastically to an expanding state. In the expanding state, called
the bubbly state, firm value grows exponentially, but can explode at any time, so that the
economy returns to the latent state. Importantly, the bubble exists in both the latent
and the bubbly states, in the sense that the firm’s value is always above its fundamental
value.
3.1 The fundamental search economy
Time is continuous. Equilibrium values obtained in this section are fundamental values,
since they exclude the possibility of bubbles. Consider a measure one of risk-neutral agents
discounting future cash flows at rate r > 0. At a given point in time, v vacant positions
exist, n workers are employed and u = 1 − n are unemployed and looking for jobs. We
model infinitely-lived single-worker firms. For notational convenience, time subscripts are
dropped.
The tightness of the labor market is defined by θ = v/u. We assume the existence of
a matching function m (v, u) with constant returns to scale. The number of matches m
between vacant jobs and unemployed workers formed per unit of time satisfies the identity
m = qv = fu,
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where q is the job filling rate and f the job finding rate. With constant returns to scale
in the matching function, they satisfy, respectively,
q (θ) = m (v, u)
v
and f (θ) = m (v, u)
u
= θq (θ) .
Existing jobs are destroyed at an exogenous rate s > 0, yielding the law of motion of
unemployment
∂u
∂t
= s (1− u)− θq (θ)u. (1)
Exogenous separation can be interpreted as resulting from real shocks associated with
shifts in preferences of technology.
When opening and keeping a vacancy unfilled, a firm incurs posting costs γ > 0 per
unit of time. After a firm is matched with a worker, the match yields a constant per-period
output flow x, which we interpret as labor productivity. In our quantitative exercise, we
later assume a Markov process for productivity. Furthermore, x is assumed to exceed the
value of unemployment benefits z > 0, so that there are bilateral gains from matching.11
The firm pays an employed worker a per-period wage w, and earns a profit flow x − w.
Denote J0 and J0v the asset values for filled and unfilled vacancies in the fundamental
state. They write recursively as
rJ0 = x− w + s
(
J0v − J0
)
+ ∂J
0
∂t
, (2)
rJ0v = −γ + q (θ)
(
J0 − J0v
)
+ ∂J
0
v
∂t
. (3)
At the steady state, and in the absence of bubble, the time derivatives in (2) and (3) are
equal to zero. Assuming free-entry of vacancies, J0v = 0. Equilibrium firm entry in the
labor market is such that entry costs and future profits are equalized,
J0 = γ
q (θ0) =
x− w
r + s , (4)
11In Section 5.1, we show that this condition is relaxed in the presence of bubbles.
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where θ0 is the fundamental value of labor market tightness. Bubbles are ruled out in
Equation (4). Firm value is equal to the present discounted value of future profits, where
the discount rate accounts for the probability of separations s.
3.2 Stochastic bubbles in firm value
We introduce bubbles that switch stochastically between latent and bubbly states.12
3.2.1 Bubbles
We restrict attention to positive bubbles in firm value.13 A bubble is always present in
the model, but stochastically shifts between latent and bubbly states. Such transitions
are modeled as exogenous shifts to the beliefs of some agents, and can be interpreted as
changes in investor sentiment (Baker and Wurgler, 2006). Bubbly states are characterized
by expectations of a divergent (growing) firm value by a positive mass of agents who
believe in future capital gains and do not consider that a liquidity constraint will bind
in finite time. Further, no other agent can engage in short selling. In contrast, latent
states are characterized either by stationary expectations of all agents, or by the fact that
agents not believing in a growing firm value can engage in short-selling without credit
constraint.
The instantaneous probability that a bubbly state arises from a latent state is Υ ≥ 0.
It can be interpreted as the probability that a positive mass of financially unconstrained
agents start to believe that time derivatives in Equations (2) and (3) are different from
zero. Therefore, these investors expect growth in firm value, even in the absence of
expected growth in profits.
Bubbly states are assumed to end stochastically, either when the mass of agents be-
lieving in the bubble vanishes, that is, when they stop expecting an ever-growing firm
12A number of extensions and alternative specifications are is appendices. Appendix C shows that
bubbles are solutions to the standard discrete-time recursive equation for firm value. Two alternative
models of bubbles are described in Appendix D.
13We exclude price-decreasing bubbles, based on the idea that stocks are disposable assets. Negative
bubbles would imply that the stock price would eventually become negative.
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value or when a mass of agents short sells without facing a liquidity constraint. The in-
stantaneous probability that divergent expectations come to an end, conditional on being
in the bubbly state, is Ξ ≥ 0. For convenience, we sometimes refer to such events as the
“burst” of the bubble, even though the bubble is still present afterwards, in its latent,
non-explosive form.14
3.2.2 Asset equations
Hereafter, variables in the fundamental state (in which bubbles cannot arise), which we
treat as our benchmark, are denoted using a superscript 0. We denote variables in the
bubbly state by a superscript B, and in the latent state (in which divergent expectations
do not exist but may arise) with superscript L. In the bubbly state, asset values depend
on the time elapsed since divergent expectations have started. We refer to this amount of
time as the duration of the bubbly episode, and denote it by τ . Hence, JB(0) denotes firm
value at the start of a bubbly episode (τ = 0). A summary of notation is in Appendix
Table 6.
The asset values for filled and unfilled vacancies are respectively, in the latent and
bubbly states,
rJL = x− w + s
(
JLv − JL
)
+ Υ
(
JB(0)− JL
)
+ ∂J
L
∂t
, (5)
rJB(τ) = x− w + s
(
JBv − JB(τ)
)
+ Ξ
(
JL − JB(τ)
)
+ ∂J
B
∂t
, (6)
rJLv = −γ + q (θ)
(
JL − JLv
)
+ Υ
(
JBv (0)− JLv
)
+ ∂J
L
v
∂t
, (7)
rJBv (τ) = −γ + q (θ)
(
JB − JBv (τ)
)
+ Ξ
(
JLv − JBv (τ)
)
+ ∂J
B
v (τ)
∂t
. (8)
We maintain the assumption of a free-entry for vacancies, so that JLv = 0 and JBv (τ) = 0
for any τ . It follows that ∂JLv /∂t = 0 and ∂JBv (τ)/∂t = 0. We acknowledge, however, that
14A mnemonic to remember notation associated with these Poisson rates is as follows: Ξ (xi) resembles
the superposition of letters E and X (as in “explosion”), while Υ (upsilon) looks like the opening of a
bottle of champagne and its bubbles; or, alternatively, the fireworks of an “irrational exuberance” era.
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the free-entry assumption may be more difficult to maintain throughout a long period of
bubble expansion.
To expose the main point and derive the mechanics of the transition from latent to
bubbly states, we do not need to specify the exact wage determination process. Below,
we derive solutions for several wage determination runs.
3.2.3 Firm value in the latent state
Denote wL the wage in the latent state. A steady-state equilibrium in the latent state
implies that ∂JL/∂t = 0. The equilibrium job creation condition, obtained from Equation
(5), writes as
JL = x− w
L + ΥJB(0)
r + s+ Υ =
γ
q (θL) , (9)
where θL is the steady-state labor market tightness in the latent state. Equation (9) states
that the present discounted value of a vacancy in the latent state equals the present value
of future profits, plus the present value of capital gains due to future bubbles, which may
start with probability Υ. Future flows are discounted to account for the fact that both
separation and the appearance of bubbly episodes are stochastic events.
The latent state is characterized by a value of filled vacancies which is strictly higher
than in the fundamental state, since θL > θ0 whenever Υ > 0. Indeed, the value of a
vacancy incorporates expectations over capital gains due to future bubbles. Hence, the
latent state differs from the fundamental state of the economy. This difference highlights
the fact that a bubble is always present, even though it is “latent” in this case, due to
stationary expectations. Below, the difference between latent and fundamental states is
characterized in greater details.
3.2.4 Firm value in the bubbly state
Denote wB the wage in the latent state. We make no assumption on its exact value,
except that it is fixed between two aggregate states, whether the firm was created in the
latent state (in which case the wage can possibly be renegociated when a bubbly episode
starts) or in the bubbly state (in which case the wage of new hires can depend on the
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duration of the bubbly state but remains constant after job creation). Hence, the asset
value of a filled job in the bubbly state (Equation 6) rewrites as a differential equation,
(r + s+ Ξ) JB(τ) = x− wB + ΞJL + ∂J
B(τ)
∂t
. (10)
Solving for (10), the job creation condition in the bubbly state satisfies
JB(τ) = x− w
B + ΞJL
r + s+ Ξ +Ke
Rτ , (11)
where we denote by
R = r + s+ Ξ (12)
the growth rate of the bubble. This growth rate of the value of the asset is the sum of
the risk-free-rate and the destruction of the bubbly asset, consistent with Tirole (1982,
1985) and Blanchard and Watson (1982).
The first term in Equation (11) is the present discounted value of future profits, plus
that of future capital losses arising from the stochastic end of the bubbly episode. The
second term is the value of the bubble τ periods after it started. K is a constant of
integration. It is indeterminate but can be interpreted as capturing the magnitude of the
initial jump in firm value, as we show now.
3.2.5 Jumps in firm value across states and interpretation of K
The appearance of bubbly episodes is characterized by a jump in firm value, followed by
an exponential increase until the bubble bursts. To characterize this dynamics, denote
∆(τ) = JB(τ)− JL, (13)
the capital gain from a bubble of duration τ , relative to the latent state. Using the
definition of the fundamental firm value J0 (Equation 4), one has
JL = J0 + Υ
r + s∆(0). (14)
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Relative to the fundamental value, the value of a filled vacancy in the latent state is
distorted upward, since the possibility that bubbles start, with probability Υ, is priced.
Moreover, the value of a filled position in the bubbly state is
JB(τ) = J0 + R
r + sKe
Rτ − Ξ
r + s∆(τ), (15)
which equals its fundamental value J0, plus the capitalized value of the bubble after τ
periods, net of the present value of future capital losses due to the burst of the bubble.
The values of the capital gains from the bubble, ∆(τ), and that of the initial jump,
∆(0), can be derived in closed-form. Replacing (14) and (15) into (13) yields the value of
∆(τ),
∆(τ) = R
r + sKe
Rτ − Ξ
r + s∆(τ)−
Υ
r + s∆(0). (16)
After some calculations (see Appendix B.1), the value of ∆(0) follows,
∆(0) = K R
R + Υ . (17)
Therefore, the jump in firm value at the inception of the bubble is proportional to the
constant of integrationK divided by the sum of all relevant discount factors. Furthermore,
∆(τ)−∆(0) = K
[
eRτ − 1
]
, (18)
that is, firm value grows exponentially after the emergence of a bubble. Together, (17)
and (18) are central equations describing the dynamics of bubbles in firm value.
These equations make it possible to answer two questions regarding the integration
constant K and its interpretation. First, a question is whether K can be pinned down
under the assumption of continuity in firm value. Equations (18) shows that it is not
possible. Indeed, solving for JB(0) = JL yields K = 0. Imposing continuity of the of the
firm value function rules out bubbles. Instead, the appearance of a bubble needs to be
associated with a jump in firm value that K characterizes fully. Therefore, we treat K as
a parameter. Our restriction to positive bubbles implies K > 0.
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A second question pertains to the interpretation of K, which is party behavioral. It
can be interpreted as presbyopia (difficulty to see too small objects), rather than myopia
about the future, in the following sense. When agents see changes in asset prices below
some detection threshold, they do not infer that sustainable growth in asset prices will
follow. In contrast, when they see a positive change in prices above the detection threshold
(e.g., 2% in our calibration), they coordinate on the positive value of K. In that sense,
the value of K can be interpreted as the smallest possible fluctuation in asset prices above
which some agents coordinate on the bubbly path.
3.2.6 Labor market tightness across states
In the bubbly state, by Equation (8), the value of a filled job satisfies
JB(τ) = γ
q (θBτ )
. (19)
Since the same job creation condition prevails in the latent state (Equation 9), the in-
ception of a bubble is therefore associated with a jump in labor market tightness. In
the latent state, the value of labor market tightness is constant, even immediately after
a bubble bursts from a higher value. This is the case since this equation always hold.
Tightness immediately converge to the final steady-state, while vacancies and unemploy-
ment slowly converge. This process is described at a greater length in Sections 6.3.1 and
6.3.2.
We now describe the evolution of labor market tightness in the bubbly and latent
states. Using the entry equations, Equations (18) and (17) further lead to
γ
q (θBτ )
− γ
q (θBτ=0)
= K
[
eRτ − 1
]
, (20)
γ
q (θBτ=0)
− γ
q (θL) = K
R
R + Υ , (21)
which fully describe the dynamics of labor market tightness after a bubbly episode starts.
Before that, it is characterized by its stationary value. Using Equation (14) and replacing
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J0 by its value yields
γ
q (θL) =
γ
q (θ0) +
Υ
r + s
R
R + ΥK, (22)
where θ0 is the fundamental value of labor market tightness. Tightness in the latent state
is higher than in the fundamental state, by a term increasing in K. Intuitively, firms post
more vacancies in the latent state than in the fundamental state, with the aim of already
be operating and enjoy capital gains when a bubble emerges.
After the bubble starts, Equation (21) characterizes the jump of market tightness to
its new value. Combined with Equation (22), it leads to the characterization of market
tightness for τ = 0,
γ
q (θBτ=0)
= γ
q (θ0) +
(
1 + Υ
r + s
)
R
R + ΥK.
After this jump, Equation (20) shows the exponential increase of labor market tightness
for any duration τ of the ongoing bubble. Replacing and simplifying yields
γ
q (θBτ )
= γ
q (θ0) +K
[
eRτ + ΞΥ(R + Υ)(r + s)
]
.
Bubbles distort the fundamental allocation by increasing the tightness of the labor market.
As workers and firms are matched at a higher rate, this induces unemployment to decrease.
4 Wages
We now endogenize wages by treating them as the endogenous outcome of a Nash bar-
gaining process. We start by writing, in both states, the asset values of employment (WL
and WB) and unemployment (WLu and WBu ). Wages can potentially be affected by three
events: i) the appearance of bubbles; ii) their disappearance; and iii) their expansion.
We start by working under the assumption that wages are bargained at the time of job
creation and constant afterwards. We also solve the model with fully flexible wages.
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4.1 Worker value function
Unemployed workers enjoy a per-period benefit z. We have
rWL = wL + s
(
WLu −WL
)
+ Υ
(
WB −WL
)
+ ∂W
L
∂t
, (23)
rWLu = z + θq (θ)
(
WL −WLu
)
+ Υ
(
WBu −WLu
)
+ ∂Wu
∂t
, (24)
rWB = wB + s
(
WBu −WB
)
+ Ξ
(
WL −WB
)
+ ∂W
B
∂t
, (25)
rWBu = z + θq (θ)
(
WB −WBu
)
+ Ξ
(
WLu −WBu
)
+ ∂W
B
u
∂t
. (26)
In contrast with asset equations for firm value, bubbles can be ruled out in asset equations
for workers. Indeed, bubbles in firm value can exist because a firm’s stock can be bought
and sold in a liquid market, implying that a price above the fundamentals can be sustained
under the expectation that the resale value of existing stocks will continue to grow. In
contrast, there is no such liquid market for labor and human capital. This restricts the
set of equilibria we study.
4.2 Endogenous semi-flexible wages
Our preferred specification is one in which wages are bargained at the time of job creation,
but constant afterwards, until the aggregate state (latent or bubbly) changes, in which
case the wage is renegotiated given the current value of the labor market tightness. We
call such wages endogenous semi-flexible wages. We study the full-flexible case later on,
which is shown to lead to another type of solution for firm’s value which is not exponential,
hence less relevant in our context.
First, in the latent state, we restrict to equilibria where wages and value functions are
constant, ∂WLu /∂t = 0 and ∂WL/∂t = 0. When bargaining occurs, the surplus of a match
is assumed to be shared according to the Nash rule. We denote α > 0 the bargaining
power of workers.
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The wage wL is time-independent and solves
wL = argmax
(
WL (w)−WLu
)α (
JL (w)− JLv
)1−α
,
yielding a surplus-sharing rule
(1− α)
(
WL −WLu
)
= αJL.
In the latent state, replacing value functions and solving for wL yields
wL = (1− α) z + α
(
x+ θLγ
)
. (27)
See Appendix B.2 for the proof.
In the bubbly state, as the bubble grows, labor market tightness increases over time,
which may be reflected in the solution to the bargaining problem at the time of job
creation. However, after job creation, wages are not renegotiated, and firm value continues
to grow while its fundamental value remains constant.
Denote by τ ′ ≥ τ the time at which the different quantities are evaluated, where τ is
the time elapsed since the start of a bubbly state. The solution for wages maintains the
asset value of a job as a linear combination of a constant (in τ) and of a term growing
as exponential of Rτ ′. Denote by JB(0, τ ′) the value of a job created at the time when
the bubbly state emerged and evaluated after τ ′ periods, and wB(0, τ ′) the wage of a job
re-negotiated at the time the bubbly state started and considered after τ ′ periods. We
have
wB(0, 0) = (1− α) z + α
(
x+ θBτ=0γ
)
. (28)
We prove in Appendix B.3 that if wB(0, τ ′) is allowed to evolve over time, firm value
would no longer be a combination of a constant and of an exponential term. Therefore,
since we restrict attention to these solutions, a simpler notation for wages can be used.
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Hereafter, we denote by wB(0) = wB(0, 0) and
wB(τ) = (1− α) z + α
(
x+ θBτ γ
)
(29)
the entry wage for a firm created during a bubbly episode with duration τ .
It follows that the value of a firm created when a bubbly state emerges is
JB(0, τ ′) = x− w
B(0) + ΞJL
r + s+ Ξ +Ke
Rτ ′ .
For a job created after the start of a bubbly state, when τ > 0, the value of a new firm
has a similar form. However, since the current value of θBτ is higher, the wage negotiated
at the time of job creation reflects these better conditions (for workers). Therefore, the
value of a new job created τ periods after the bubbly state started and considered in
τ ′ > τ , is:
JB(τ, τ ′) = x− w
B(τ) + ΞJL
R
+KeRτ ′ . (30)
Since wB(τ) is increasing in τ , the fundamental value of new jobs created as the bubble
expands declines over time.
4.3 Equilibrium with endogenous semi-flexible wages
The equilibrium job creation condition is obtained by substituting the wage rule in the
job creation condition. In the latent state, using the jump function ∆(0) and rearranging
yields
γ
q (θL) =
(1− α) (x− z)− αθLγ
r + s +
Υ
r + s∆(0). (31)
As compared with the standard Pissarides entry equation, the existence of expectations
over future bubbles and associated capital gains ∆(0) leads to a higher number of vacancies
being posted, thus to higher equilibrium tightness θL > θ0.
In the bubbly state, at the time of job creation τ , substituting the wage within the
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job creation condition yields, after some calculations,
γ
q (θBτ )
= (x− z) (1− α)− αγθ
B
τ
r + s +K
(
eRτ + Ξ
r + s
Υ
R + Υ
)
. (32)
See Appendix B.3 for the full derivation of the above two entry equations. Note also that
the case where K = 0 leads to the classical entry equations.
4.4 Alternative: the fully-flexible wages case
For completeness, we treat the case in which wages are fully flexible, and therefore rene-
gotiated in continuous time. As discussed in Section 2, however, wages in U.S. data
do not closely follow the dynamics of firm value during bubbly episodes. The solution
nevertheless exhibits interesting features.
Under fully flexible wages, the differential equation solving for a firm’s value is still
given by
RJB(t) = x− wB + ΞJ + ∂J
B(t)
∂t
. (33)
The derivation of the solution for fully flexible wages is in Appendix B.4. For a given
value of θ, the wage has the same generic value as that in Equations (27), (28) and
(29). However, the differential equation (33) is more complex to solve, since time-varying
tightness enters. We have
RJB(t) = (x− z)(1− α)− θBt γ + ΞJL +
∂JB(t)
∂t
. (34)
An explicit solution can be derived under the assumption that the matching function is
Cobb-Douglas. Using the free-entry condition, tightness is linked to the market value of
newly created firms by:
θBt =
(
JB(t)/γ
)1/η
,
where η ∈ [0, 1] is the elasticity of matching with respect to unemployment. Hence, firm
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value solves
RJB(t) = (x− z)(1− α) + ΞJL − γ
(
JB(t)/γ
)1/η
+ ∂J
B(t)
∂t
. (35)
There is no general solution to this equation. Particular solutions, however, exist when
1/η is integer, for instance when η = 0.5. In this case, the differential equation is known as
a Riccati equation. The new term γ
(
JB(t)/γ
)1/η
is a feedback mechanism that limits the
expansion of the bubble due to the increase in wages. Deriving the solution for the firm
value requires a few unreported steps. In short, it involves an intermediate function f(t)
which is the sum of two exponential terms weighted by two integration constants. One
can be proved to be positive and the other to be negative. The solution is proportional
to the ratio of the time derivative f ′ and of f itself. Hence, in the general case, the limit
of JB(t) when t tends to infinity converges to a constant term. Furthermore, there is
divergence in finite time if the two integration constant have opposite signs, otherwise
the asset value remains bounded. For this reason, we exclude these solutions from our
analysis of the bubbly state. Instead, from now on, we focus on the rigid endogenous
wages discussed in Section 4.2. Particular solutions taking the form of Riccati equations
will be studied in a separate paper.
5 Entry and the (in-)efficiency of bubbles
We study how the viability and efficiency of matching economies are affected by the
presence of bubbles.
5.1 Viability condition for a matching economy with bubbles
The standard viability condition for a search-and-matching economy requires that the
first vacancy created obtains a positive surplus, that is, J > 0 when θ = 0. Under the
Inada condition for the matching function, limθ→+∞ q(θ) = +∞, the viability condition
in the fundamental model is the first-best efficient inequality x > z. Market activity must
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be more productive than leisure.
In an economy with bubbles, Equation (31) in θ = 0 implies a milder condition in the
latent state,
(1− α) (x− z) > −Υ∆(0). (36)
This “apparent viability” condition may hold for x < z. This is because gains from
trade are distorted in the presence of bubbles. Jobs can be created not because they are
productive in real terms, but because of expected capital gains ∆(0) in the future.
In the bubbly state, from Equation (32), the viability condition is similar but, as the
bubble expands, is even less and less restrictive on productivity relative to leisure. We
have
(1− α) (x− z) > −K
(
eRτ (r + s) + ΥΞ
R + Υ
)
. (37)
In other words, there are gains from trade arising purely from the existence of bubbles.
Hiring decisions can eventually be made with little regard for the real productivity of jobs.
This is the reason why many of these jobs are set to disappear when the bubble ends,
even though this event is not associated with any change in labor productivity. Also note
that when K = 0, then ∆(0) = 0 and both viability conditions (36) and (37) collapse to
x = z.
5.2 Second-best efficiency
The discussion on the “apparent” viability of a search economy can be generalized to
second-best efficiency. When subject to the matching technology and choosing labor mar-
ket tightness, the social planner aims to correct two distortions. First, there are standard
congestion externalities arising from the search process. Second, there are distortions to
fundamental allocations induced by bubbles. The comparison between the decentralized
solution with endogenous wages and the social planner solution brings additional insights
on the role of bubbles in a matching economy, and shows how bubble-induced distortions
affect welfare.
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5.2.1 Efficiency in the fundamental state
In the fundamental economy, a second-best efficient equilibrium is reached when the
workers’ share of the total match surplus α is equal to the congestion externality coefficient
ηq(θ) ∈ [0, 1],
α− ηq(θopt) = 0, (38)
as discussed in Hosios (1990) and Pissarides (2000). Here, ηq(θ) = −θq′(θ)/q(θ) denotes
the elasticity of the job filling rate with respect to labor market tightness, and θopt is
the socially optimal level of tightness. The social planner optimally sets a higher share
of wages if unemployed workers create larger congestion on firms and reduce their hiring
rate (large ηq).
5.2.2 Efficiency in the latent and bubbly states
To study welfare in the presence of bubbles, we state the social planner program as closely
as possible to the standard second-best efficiency problem studied in Pissarides (2000).
The social planner maximizes the present discounted value of output and leisure, net of
search costs,
Ω =
∫
e−rt(x(1− u) + zu− γθu)dt.
It chooses the level of tightness θ, while being subject to the frictions imposed by the
matching technology,
∂u
∂t
= s(1− u)− uf(θ).
The Hamiltonian associated with this problem writes as
H = e−rt(x− z − γθu)− νt [s(1− u)− uf(θ)] ,
where νt is a co-state variable. Denoting ν˙t the time derivative of νt and deriving the
optimality conditions yields
− e−rtγ + νtf (θ)q(θ) = 0, (39)
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and
e−rt[−x+ z − γθ] + νt(s+ θq(θ)) = ν˙t, (40)
where f (θ) = −θf ′(θ)/q(θ) is the elasticity of the job finding rate with respect to labor
market tightness, satisfying 1 − f (θ) = ηq(θ). The social planner has no interest in
bubbles, since its program is based on the fundamental values of utilities and profits.
Starting with the latent state, we obtain the usual efficient market-entry equation,
γ
q(θopt) =
(x− z)(1− ηq(θopt))− γθoptηq(θopt)
r + s . (41)
Comparison of Equations (41) and (31) shows that the standard Hosios condition (38) is
not valid. The social planner optimally sets a value of α higher than ηq so that equilibrium
market tightness is not too high in the decentralized equilibrium. More precisely, the
socially efficient value of α, denoted by α′, satisfies
α′ − ηq(θopt) = Υ∆(0)
x− z + γθopt . (42)
It is straightforward to verify, given the value of ∆(0) in Equation (17), that the gap
between α′ and ηq is increasing in the three parameters related to the bubble K, Ξ
and Υ. In the special case where bubbles are ruled out, ∆(0) = 0 leads back to the
standard constrained efficiency condition. The interpretation is easy: private agents
expect future bubbles to generate capital gains ∆(0), and therefore create more vacancies
before the expansion of the bubble than they would do otherwise. Whether this improves
or reduces efficiency depends on the relative values of α and ηq(θopt) is the fundamental
case. If Equation (38) holds in the fundamental case, then bubbles decrease efficiency.
Constrained efficiency can be restored by setting higher wages, thereby reducing incentives
to create excess vacancies.
Turning to the bubbly state, and keeping the assumption that the social planner is
unconstrained in its choice of θ, beyond the matching constraint, the steady-state in
Equations (39) and (40) is still constrained efficient. Therefore, the comparison of the
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social optimum (41) with the decentralized bubbly equilibrium at time τ = 0 in (32) leads
the social planner to want an even larger bargaining parameter α′B which is now defined
by
α′B(τ)− ηq(θopt) = K
eRτ (r + s) +
(
ΞΥ
R+Υ
)
x− z + γθopt . (43)
Note that this modified Hosios rule is a temporary one, in the sense that it depends on τ ,
the time elapsed since the start of the expansion period. Indeed, as the bubble expands,
the decentralized equilibrium deviates further from the steady-state efficient labor market
tightness and, accordingly, the social planner wants to tax firms by setting increasing
values of α′B. However, after τ reaches a threshold, the value of α′B reaches one, in
which case firms receive no profit from matches, and yet still create excess vacancies. The
solution for the social planner is to set α′B above one. This corresponds to an overlooked
solution to the constrained-efficient solution in matching models, where bubbles are so
distortive than the social planner wants to cool down the economy by imposing growing
losses to firms until expectations of ever-growing capital gains vanish.
Note finally that, regardless of whether bubbles increase or reduce efficiency in the
early phase of a bubble, it necessarily reduces efficiency when it lasts for too long. Even
though bubbles reduce unemployment and increase gross output, they are not desirable
from the social planner perspective, since they increase posting costs and congestion
externalities too much.
To fix ideas, the magnitude of deviations from the Hosios rule is small initially but
grows slowly. Using the parameter values of our baseline calibration, further discussed in
Section 7.1, we show the following: in the latent state, the magnitude of deviations the
Hosios rule (given by the right-hand side of Equation 42) equals 0.0002. At the start of
a bubbly state, when τ = 0, the magnitude of the deviations (Equation 43) is 0.0012.
Therefore, at the inception of a bubble, correcting deviations induced by bubbles requires
only small deviations, in the form of increases in wages. However, the magnitude of
the optimal deviation α′B(τ)− ηq(θopt) increases exponentially over time. Therefore, the
time needed for the optimal share of workers in match surplus, α′B(τ), to reach 1 can be
computed. With our baseline calibration, it takes 27 quarters. These numbers give an
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indication of the magnitude of inefficiencies generated by the existence of bubbles. Even
though distortions may be quantitatively small early in a bubble, they can become large
if bubbles last just a few years.
6 Aggregate shocks and short-term dynamics
We introduce an aggregate process for labor productivity, needed to compare the model
with the data. Since our focus is on the volatility of labor market outcomes, we also discuss
the elasticity of labor market tightness to these shocks, and the short-run adjustment of
unemployment and vacancies to both productivity shocks and bubbles.
6.1 Extension to productivity shocks
We assume that aggregate productivity x varies stochastically, according to a Poisson
process with intensity λ. The distribution of productivity is characterized by a c.d.f.
Gx(x) with support [xmin, xmax]. The subscript x implies that the distribution is state-
dependent and only depends on current productivity, so as to allow for persistence in
productivity innovations. We also postulate that xmin satisfies Equation (36), i.e., is high
enough to ensure that the firm is not destroyed in the latent state. We assume that
the Poisson processes driving exogenous firm destruction, as well as the appearance and
disappearance of bubbles, are independent of aggregate productivity.
The value of a filled vacancy in the latent state is
(r + s+ Υ + λ) JL(x) = x− wL + λ
∫ xmax
xmin
JL(x′) dGx(x′) + ΥJB(τ = 0, x). (44)
In the bubbly state, the asset value of a filled vacancy writes as
(R + λ) JB(τ, x) = x− wB + ΞJL(x) + λ
∫ xmax
xmin
JB(τ, x′) dGx(x′) +
∂JB
∂t
, (45)
i.e., a partial differential equation for JB(τ, x).15 We postulate the existence of solution
15We highlight a slight abuse of notation in Equation (45). We keep the partial derivative in time with
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of the form a(x + b) + Kegτ where firm value grows exponentially at a constant rate g
between two productivity changes. It is easy to verify that g = r + s+ Ξ = R, as before,
and that a = (r + s+ Ξ)−1. Similarly, looking for linear solutions for JL(x) = a′(x+ b′),
one easily verifies that a′ = (r + s+ Υ).
6.2 Elasticities and volatility
To assess the sources of volatility in the presence of stochastic productivity shocks, we
calculate the elasticity of labor market tightness θ to x. Combining the above equations
with free-entry yields an expression for labor market tightness in each state,
R−1(x+ b) +KeRτ = γ
q (θBτ )
,
and
a′(x+ b′) = γ
q (θL) .
Based on these expressions, the elasticity of labor market tightness to current productivity
is easily derived. In the latent state,
d. ln(θL)
d. ln(x) = η
−1
q
a′x
a′(x+ b′) ,
where ηq is the elasticity of q(.), defined in Section 5.2. Therefore, at constant wages,
the elasticity of θ to x is close to its fundamental value, slightly below the inverse of ηq.
Turning to the bubbly state,
d. ln(θBτ )
d. ln(x) = η
−1
q
ax
a(x+ b) +KeRτ . (46)
Fluctuations in θ over time are driven by both productivity fluctuations and by transi-
tions between latent and bubbly states. Equation (46) makes it apparent that, as the
bubble expands, the volatility of the economy in response to productivity shocks tends
respect to t, not τ . This is to remind the reader that, formally, beside the growth of the bubble with τ ,
other macroeconomic factor may affect the value of the bubble.
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asymptotically to zero (at a given x). An increasing part of fluctuations in labor market
tightness is driven by the exponential increase in the value of the bubble. As we show
below using simulations, this channel is key to generate higher volatility of market tight-
ness. Additionally, another implication of Equation (46) is that the co-movement of labor
market tightness with labor productivity is lower than in the fundamental model. This is
because bubbles induces fluctuations in θ even when productivity remains constant.
6.3 Short-run dynamics
We discuss the short-run dynamics, in response to both productivity shocks and bubbles.
We highlight that labor market tightness adjusts instantaneously to any change in con-
ditions – either a change in productivity or the emergence of a bubble. This is because
vacancies jump to their new optimal value, given by the free-entry condition. Instead,
unemployment adjusts more slowly, at the speed of convergence given by transition rates
s and f(θ). Therefore, at each point in time τ within the bubbly regime, labor market
tightness θBτ is at its equilibrium value, determined in Equation (32). Similarly, when
a bubbly episode ends, vacancies jump to a lower value and θ reaches its steady-state
equilibrium value (Equation 31).
6.3.1 Dynamics following productivity changes
The effect of a permanent change in productivity x in the latent state is characterized
in Panel A of Figure 4. We plot the Beveridge curve together with the equilibrium job
creation condition.16 Starting from the equilibrium point A, a permanent increase in x
induces vacancies to jump to point B. Then, unemployment converges to point C, as
matches are formed. During the adjustment, labor market tightness remains fixed, at
a higher level than its initial level. Similarly, a permanent decrease in x, restoring the
initial value of productivity, induces vacancies to jump down (to point D), and is followed
by an increase in unemployment. This is similar to the counter-cyclical loops identified in
Pissarides (1985). The dynamics following transitory changes in productivity is similar,
16The Beveridge curve is obtained by setting ∂u/∂t = 0 in Equation (1).
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with the difference that the convergence of the (v, u) locus to its new steady state may
not be complete, due to new shocks occurring during convergence.
6.3.2 Dynamics during bubbles
The short-run adjustment to a transition between the latent and the bubbly states is
characterized in Panel B of Figure 4. The ergodic state in the latent state is given by
the intersection of the Beveridge curve and of the latent job creation condition (point
A). The appearance of a bubble leaves the Beveridge curve unchanged but rotates the
value of equilibrium market tightness counterclockwise, since θBτ=0 > θL. The adjustment
of market tightness is instantaneous. In the short-run, u remains unchanged, so the
economy jumps to point B. If the bubble were not to grow, the (v, u) locus would slowly
converge to the intersection between the new job creation condition and the Beveridge
curve. Instead, since the bubble expands, there are two joint and competing dynamics
characterizing the (v, u) locus. First, firm value γ/q(θBτ ) grows at an exponential rate R.
The increase in market tightness induces firms to post more and more vacancies. Second,
there is also partial convergence to the Beveridge curve. The economy evolves along
the dotted line that leads to point C. Convergence is never achieved when θBτ increases
along with the bubble. When the bubble bursts (point C), vacancies jump down, and
unemployment then converges to its equilibrium latent value, characterized by a market
tightness θL. The convergence of the (v, u) locus to the Beveridge curve is achieved only
in the latent state.
A novel feature of our model is that such countercyclical loops arise because of bubbles,
and possibly in the absence of any productivity change. Furthermore, the quadrilateral
is distorted by the race between the convergence of u and the divergence of θBτ .
7 Quantitative properties
We calibrate and simulate the model to study its quantitative properties. Our main
result is that bubbles jointly generate a high volatility of both financial and labor market
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Figure 4 – Dynamics of the economy with stochastic bubbles
This figure illustrates dynamic labor market adjustments in the (u, v) space. Panels A and B are re-
spectively for the latent and bubbly states. In each panel, the blue line is the Beveridge curve and the
pink lines are job creation conditions. In Panel A, we describe the adjustment to a permanent shift in
productivity. An increase in productivity is associated with a jump in vacancies and in labor market
tightness. As workers get matched to vacancies, the economy moves along the job creation condition line,
and unemployment decreases. In Panel B, the productivity is unchanged, but the economy jumps to the
bubbly state from A to B, which evolves to C at the time where the bubble explodes and returns slowly
to the latent steady state. See Section 6.3 for detailed explanations.
Panel A: Adjustment to a permanent productivity shock – Latent state
v
u
θL1
θL2
A
B
C
D
Panel B: Adjustment to the transition between latent and bubbly states
v
u
θL
θBτ=0
θBτ+dτ
A
B
C
D
variables.
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7.1 Calibration
7.1.1 Standard parameters
For calibration and simulation, we transform the continuous-time model into its discrete-
time equivalent and normalize one time period as representing one quarter. At this
frequency, five parameters are calibrated as in Shimer (2005). The quarterly discount
rate is r = 0.012. We set the separation rate s to 0.1, implying an average job duration
of 2.5 years. We set the value of leisure z to 0.4, which can therefore be interpreted as
unemployment benefits. The cost of posting a vacancy is set to γ = 0.213. We also set
workers’ bargaining power to α = 0.72.
To specify the matching function, we depart from the Cobb-Douglas specification of
Shimer (2005) and follow den Haan et al. (2000), by using m(u, v) = vu/(vν + uν)1/ν .
In a discrete-time calibration, this matching function has the appealing feature of being
bounded between 0 and 1. During bubbles, since labor market tightness may rise well
above its fundamental value, this feature is particularly relevant. Following den Haan et al.
(2000), we calibrate ν = 1.27, which allows replicating empirical matching probabilities.
With this matching function, the job filling rate is q(θ) = (1 + θν)−1/ν .
We model labor productivity as an AR(1) in logs,
log (xt) = ρ log (xt−1) + t, (47)
with ρ ∈ [0, 1] and t ∼ N (0, σ). We transform it into a discrete-time Markov chain using
Tauchen (1986)’s method, letting log (xt) take 35 points of support in
[
− 5σ/√1− ρ2,
+5σ/
√
1− ρ2
]
. Parameters ρ and σ are calibrated so as to match the empirical standard
deviation and autocorrelation of labor productivity (see Appendix A for details on data
used). We obtain ρ = 0.92 and σ = 0.011. All calibrated parameter values are summarized
in Table 2.
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Table 2 – Calibrated parameter values
We summarize the calibration of the model parameters. Labor market parameters are calibrated following
Shimer (2005), with the exception of the matching function. Bubble parameters are calibrated based on
financial data. The exogenous process for productivity is calibrated as an AR(1) to match the empirical
volatility and autocorrelation of labor productivity in U.S. data, as collected in Panel A of Table 1.
Parameter Definition Value Source
s Separation rate 0.1 Shimer (2005)
r Discount rate 0.012 Shimer (2005)
z Value of leisure 0.4 Shimer (2005)
q (θ) Matching function (1 + θ1.27)−1/1.27 den Haan et al. (2000)
α Bargaining power 0.72 Shimer (2005)
γ Cost of posting a vacancy 0.213 Shimer (2005)
Υ Probability that a bubbly state starts 1/32 Baker and Wurgler (2006)
Ξ Probability that a bubbly state ends 1/8 Baker and Wurgler (2006)
K Initial value of bubble on firm value 2% · J0 U.S. data
x Productivity Stochastic See Equation (47)
σ Standard deviation of productivity 0.011 U.S. data
ρ Autocorrelation of productivity 0.92 U.S. data
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7.1.2 Parameters governing bubbles
Compared to the fundamental model, there are three additional parameters to be cali-
brated: the frequencies at which bubbly expectations appear (Υ) and disappear (Ξ), as
well as the initial size of the jump in firm value (K).
Our calibration strategy for these parameters targets financial moments, not the labor
market moments in which we are ultimately interested. To calibrate Υ and Ξ, information
on the frequency of occurrence of bubbles, as well as on their average duration, is needed.
We follow the historical account of stock market bubbles by Baker and Wurgler (2006).
They document four main bubbles over the 1961-2002 period: i) 1961 to 1962, ii) 1967
to 1968, iii) late 1970s to 1983, iv) 1999-2000. This account suggests that there is on
average one bubbly episode every 10 years, and that a bubbly episode lasts on average
2 years. We take this approximation and consider that, within an average period of 10
years, the economy spends 2 years in the bubbly state and 8 years in the latent state.
Consequently, we calibrate, at a quarterly frequency, Υ = 1/32 and Ξ = 1/8. In our
context, a calibration of the parameters governing bubbles based on Baker and Wurgler
(2006) is well-suited, since their definition of bubbles is close to ours: the explain the
aggregate behavior of the stock market by shifts in investor sentiment. Furthermore,
their data covers a sample period which is almost similar to ours.
This approach to calibration has a number of shortcomings, however. First, the length
of available stock market series is limited to a few decades, so the number of bubbly
episodes to be used for calibration is small. Second, the classification of each stock
market rise and fall as a bubble can be debated. For example, Pastor and Veronesi (2006)
challenge the view that the rise and fall of technology stocks in the 1990s was a bubble.
Similar discussions pertain to the duration of bubbles. As an example, Shiller (2015,
Chapter 1) considers that bubbles last for longer periods of time, based on sustained
increases in the P/E ratio. Third, a last potential problem is that short-lived bubbles
may not be detected, and therefore may not be part of available historical accounts. While
these concerns do not systematically point to a bias of our parameterization in a unique
direction, by either over- or under-emphasizing the prevalence of bubbles, we address
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them by exploring alternative calibrations in Section 7.3.
Finally, we calibrate K, which determines the size ∆(0) of a bubble at its inception
and its height ∆(τ) when it grows (Equations 17 and 16, respectively). Since the exact
inception date of a bubble is not observed, ∆(0) is not observed. Calibrating K based
on ∆(τ) raises a similar problem. We take an alternative approach and calibrate K to
match the empirical volatility of stock market value of firms (equal to 0.151, see Table 1).
We obtain a value of K that equals 2% of the fundamental firm value J0.
7.2 Baseline results
First, we compare the moments of our model with stochastic bubbles with moments
from the fundamental model, that is, the standard matching model without bubbles. To
ensure comparability, we always use the same wage rule across comparisons, as calculated
in Equations (27) and (28). In this section, we report results for which the wage is a
weighted average of current productivity and the value of leisure, plus a term reflecting
market tightness at the time of job creation. In case of a change between latent and
bubbly states, the wage is also adjusted to current labor market tightness. It then remains
constant afterwards with respect to tightness and only responds to productivity shocks.
For the simulation of each model, we let the economy start at its non-stochastic
steady state, simulate 300 periods of data, and drop the first 50 periods. The resulting
sample contains 250 periods of simulated data (62.5 years), and therefore closely resembles
our U.S. data series, which last for 252 quarters (63 years). 1,000 such samples are
simulated. Standard deviations for the moments of interest are computed across these
simulated samples. As an illustration, Figure 5 plots 50 years of simulated data both for
the fundamental model and for the model with bubbles.
Simulated moments are collected in Table 3. All of them are computed using log
deviations from an HP trend with smoothing parameter 100,000. Our focus is on the
volatility of labor market variables. In this respect, the model provides significant quan-
titative improvement. The volatility of labor market tightness θ is 9 times higher than in
the standard model with no bubbles and a similar wage rule (0.232 instead of 0.026). The
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volatility of the job finding rate is 6 times higher than in the fundamental model (0.082
vs. 0.014). Both are reasonably close to the data (0.371 and 0.136, respectively), even
though they are slightly lower. The volatility of vacancies (equal to 0.179) is also close
to that observed in the data (0.187), and much higher than that generated by the stan-
dard model (0.018). Finally, even though unemployment in our model is six times more
volatile than in the standard model (0.069 vs. 0.011), it remains less volatile than vacan-
cies. In contrast, both have similar volatilities in the data. As Shimer (2005) highlights,
this is due to a feature of the standard model which our model keeps, namely that un-
employment adjusts slowly following a shock, while vacancies immediately jump to their
new equilibrium value determined by free-entry. Additional features by which vacancies
would become a state variable, such as adjustment costs, would induce the volatilities of
unemployment and vacancies to be more in line with each other.
We highlight that the additional volatility generated by bubbles truly reflects changes
in quantities of labor demanded by firms due to changes in expectations and not hidden
wage stickiness. Indeed, given the wage rule retained here, the model with bubble embeds
additional responsiveness to labor market conditions since wages adjusts upward and
downward to changes in labor market tightness during transitions between the latent and
the bubbly state. By construction, this feature does not exist in the fundamental model.
Due to this channel, wages are more flexible in the model with bubbles, which plays
against us finding additional volatility. Indeed, it is well-known, at least since Shimer
(2005), that less wage flexibility is needed to generate higher volatility.
Next, we report matrices of correlation between all main variables (Table 3). It is
noticeable that the introduction of bubbles breaks the near-perfect correlation between
productivity shocks and labor market tightness that characterizes the standard model –
a feature that was most criticized. Instead, bubbles induce an autonomous dynamics of
labor market tightness due to expectations of growth in firm value. Productivity is no
longer the only variable that moves incentives to post vacancies. From the social planner’s
perspective, however, a low correlation between labor market variables and productivity
highlights that deviations from the constrained efficient allocation (see Section 5.2.2)
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are potentially large. Indeed, it means that a sizable part of the observable labor market
dynamics does not contribute to increasing the fundamental values of utilities and profits.
Finally, we stress that the model fails to deliver a high enough persistence (i.e., auto-
correlation of growth rates) of the main labor market variables. This is also a shortcoming
of the standard model. Again, this is a consequence of the fact that vacancies immediately
jump to their new equilibrium value after a shock. Unemployment, which is a state vari-
able, is the only variable with positive and significant persistence, yet lower than in the
data (0.286, as compared to 0.588 in the data and to 0.271 in the fundamental model). In
our model, expansion during a bubbly episode generates additional persistence. However,
the burst of the bubble is associated with an extremely quick drop in vacancies and mar-
ket tightness. Together, these two forces are not sufficient to generate higher persistence.
In our concluding remarks (Section 8), we suggest a few possible extensions that could
improve the quantitative fit of the model over this dimension.
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Table 3 – Simulated moments – Fundamental model vs. model with bubbles
This table contains our baseline simulation results. The wage is computed based on the labor market
tightness at the time of job creation and updated with productivity shocks. Moments for all variables
are computed using log deviations from an HP trend with smoothing parameter 100,000. Calibrated
parameter values are summarized in Table 2. Bootstrapped standard errors are in parentheses. Standard
errors are computed using 1,000 model solutions for 250 quarters. Persistence refers to the autocorrelation
of the first differences for each variable.
Labor market moments Financial moments
u v θ f x J J/(x− w)
Fundamental model (wages depend on current productivity and entry θ)
St. dev. 0.011 0.018 0.026 0.014 0.020 0.011 0.027
(0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.003)
Autocorr. 0.921 0.607 0.837 0.837 0.848 0.837 0.959
(0.010) (0.036) (0.021) (0.021) (0.020) (0.021) (0.009)
Persistence 0.271 -0.280 -0.083 -0.083 -0.046 -0.083 0.147
(0.034) (0.030) (0.035) (0.035) (0.035) (0.035) (0.044)
u 1 -0.557 -0.819 -0.819 -0.825 -0.819 0.306
v – 1 0.933 0.933 0.920 0.932 -0.057
Correlation θ – – 1 0.999 0.993 0.999 -0.172
matrix f – – – 1 0.993 0.999 -0.172
x – – – – 1 0.994 -0.177
J – – – – – 1 -0.172
J/(x− w) – – – – – – 1
Model with bubbles (wages depend on current productivity and entry θ)
St. dev. 0.069 0.179 0.232 0.082 0.020 0.153 0.356
(0.014) (0.045) (0.059) (0.016) (0.001) (0.042) (0.101)
Autocorr. 0.912 0.666 0.811 0.841 0.848 0.793 0.929
(0.012) (0.040) (0.017) (0.021) (0.020) (0.017) (0.027)
Persistence 0.286 -0.212 -0.050 -0.025 -0.047 -0.059 0.352
(0.015) (0.017) (0.010) (0.016) (0.035) (0.010) (0.149)
u 1 -0.690 -0.828 -0.822 -0.118 -0.811 0.287
v – 1 0.977 0.940 0.083 0.973 0.013
Correlation θ – – 1 0.969 0.099 0.992 0.098
matrix f – – – 1 0.154 0.927 0.017
x – – – – 1 0.068 0.012
J – – – – – 1 0.011
J/(x− w) – – – – – – 1
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Figure 5 – Simulated time series data
This figure plots one simulation of the model over a period of 50 years (200 quarters). In each chart, the
blue line corresponds to the fundamental model and the the red line to the model with bubbles. Both
are simulated using the baseline calibration of Table 2. The same path of productivity shocks is used to
simulate both models. We report the simulated time series data of productivity (x), firm value (J), labor
market tightness (θ) and employment (n).
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7.3 Alternative parameterizations
Finally, we explore how alternative specifications and parameter values affect the simu-
lated moments.
As a first exercise, we adopt an alternative wage rule. The wage depends on the level
of productivity at the time of job creation and remains constant afterwards. Therefore,
wages are less flexible than in our baseline case. As is well-known, this generates higher
volatility in the standard model. In Table 4, we show that this alternative wage rule
indeed augments the volatility of labor market tightness by a significant factor. It now
reaches 0.124 in the fundamental model, i.e., a third of the value observed in the data.
In the model with bubbles, the same wage rule generates a volatility of labor market
tightness which is twice higher, equal to 0.262. It is therefore even closer to the data.
From this exercise, we again see that the model with bubbles does not rely on wage
rigidity to generate higher volatility. Instead, the autonomous dynamics of job creation
through expectations is sufficient to create large volatility.
Next, to conclude this section, we revert back to the benchmark wage rule, and explore
the sensitivity of the simulated moments to the three parameters capturing the occurrence
and magnitude of bubbles, Υ, Ξ and K. We vary one parameter at a time, while keeping
all other parameters at their baseline value. In Table 5, we report simulated volatilities
with the baseline and with six alternative calibrations.
The main takeaway is that simulated volatilities are not overly sensitive to the choice
of the parameters governing bubbles. In particular, the introduction of bubbles provides
significant quantitative improvement to the standard model even if bubbles have a low
probability of appearing, a low average duration, or are associated with small initial jumps
in firm value. Therefore, the ability of a model with bubbles to generate higher volatility
is not due to the specifics of our baseline calibration. For example, reducing Υ from
1/32 to 1/40 (i.e., a bubble starts after 10 years in the latent state on average) generates
standard deviations of θ and f of 0.210 and 0.063 (as compared to 0.026 and 0.014 in the
fundamental model, and 0.371 and 0.136 in the data), respectively. Similarly, even with
an average duration of one years (Ξ = 1/4), bubbles generate substantial volatility of
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market tightness and of the job finding rate. Not surprisingly, increasing the frequency of
bubbles (higher Υ) or the initial jump in value (higher K) makes it possible to generate
higher volatility levels, close to the data. However, this comes at the cost of a volatility
of the financial variables (firm value and the P/E ratio) which is larger than in the data.
Table 4 – Simulated moments - Alternative wage rule
This table contains simulation results based on an alternative wage rule. The wage is computed based
on the productivity and the labor market tightness at the time of job creation. Moments for all variables
are computed using log deviations from an HP trend with smoothing parameter 100,000. Calibrated
parameter values are summarized in Table 2. Bootstrapped standard errors are in parentheses. Standard
errors are computed using 1,000 model solutions for 250 quarters. Persistence refers to the autocorrelation
of the first differences for each variable.
Labor market moments Financial moments
u v θ f x J J/(x− w)
Fundamental model (wages fixed with entry productivity and entry θ)
St. dev. 0.055 0.086 0.124 0.071 0.020 0.054 0.066
(0.005) (0.005) (0.010) (0.007) (0.001) (0.004) (0.007)
Autocorr. 0.923 0.607 0.836 0.834 0.849 0.838 0.912
(0.011) (0.037) (0.022) (0.023) (0.020) (0.021) (0.018)
Persistence 0.286 -0.275 -0.084 -0.085 -0.046 -0.083 -0.054
(0.037) (0.032) (0.036) (0.039) (0.035) (0.035) (0.040)
Model with bubbles (wages fixed with entry productivity and entry θ)
St. dev. 0.087 0.199 0.262 0.107 0.020 0.150 0.385
(0.012) (0.041) (0.051) (0.014) (0.001) (0.040) (0.094)
Autocorr. 0.917 0.657 0.817 0.837 0.849 0.799 0.934
(0.010) (0.036) (0.016) (0.019) (0.019) (0.015) (0.024)
Persistence 0.290 -0.225 -0.056 -0.049 -0.047 -0.061 0.378
(0.024) (0.022) (0.019) (0.029) (0.035) (0.015) (0.159)
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Table 5 – Volatility with alternative parameterizations
This table contains simulated moments using alternative parameterizations and the baseline wage rule.
The wage is computed based on the labor market tightness at the time of job creation and updated
with productivity shocks. Each column corresponds to a different set of parameters. In each case, all
parameters are at their baseline value (summarized in Table 2), except one. In the first column, we
recall the simulated volatilities with the baseline calibration. In other columns, we vary respectively the
probability that a bubbly state appears (Υ), the probability that it ends (Ξ) and the initial jump in firm
value when a bubbly state starts (K). For each simulation, we report the standard deviation of the main
variables. Moments for all variables are computed using log deviations from an HP trend with smoothing
parameter 100,000.
Volatility
Baseline Υ Ξ K
1/24 1/40 1/4 1/12 1% 3%
u 0.069 0.076 0.063 0.055 0.068 0.052 0.079
v 0.179 0.199 0.162 0.169 0.152 0.119 0.223
θ 0.232 0.257 0.210 0.207 0.204 0.157 0.285
f 0.082 0.090 0.075 0.067 0.082 0.062 0.094
x 0.020 0.020 0.020 0.020 0.020 0.020 0.020
J 0.153 0.170 0.138 0.145 0.124 0.096 0.195
J/(x− w) 0.356 0.398 0.323 0.263 0.428 0.298 0.399
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8 Relation to the literature
Our paper relates to three strands of previous work. A large literature has considered
the possibility of rational bubbles in overlapping generation (OLG) models, along the
tradition pioneered by Samuelson (1958) and Tirole (1985) in which bubbles improve
allocative efficiency by reducing dynamically inefficient investment. Santos and Woodford
(1997) study conditions under which rational asset price bubbles can arise in intertemporal
competitive equilibria, while Weil (1990) shows how bubbles can be price-decreasing. In
the presence of externalities, Olivier (2000) shows that bubbles in the stock market can
increase long-term growth by fostering entrepreneurship. Recently, Martin and Ventura
(2012) model bubbles driven by shocks to investor sentiment. Such bubbles can raise
investment, in contrast with bubbles in the Samuelson-Tirole model. Bubbly states in
our model arise because of shifts in the beliefs of some agents. Fahri and Tirole (2012)
have studied the issue of bubbles in an OLG model with inefficient financial markets
where investment is partly pledgeable. They prove an important result augmenting the
scope of the existence of bubbles: a dynamically efficient economy can have bubbles, since
the condition of a dynamically inefficient economy is no longer a necessary condition for
the existence of a bubble. As they argue, this happens when ”the social rate of return
on internal funds exceeds that on borrowed funds; therefore, the social rate of return on
investments is higher than the market interest rate when returns can be only imperfectly
collateralized. As a result, bubbles are possible even when the economy is dynamically
efficient.” In contrast with fully rational models, bubbles in our case always become
socially inefficient when they last for too long.
Second, the literature linking financial bubbles to labor market outcomes is surpris-
ingly small. None of the above papers on bubbles discusses labor market outcomes. To our
knowledge, only two related papers consider bubbles in search-and-matching economies.17
17A few recent papers relate pricing in financial markets to hiring decisions by firms, absent any
bubble. Hall (2016) argues that recessions are associated with a high discount rate in the stock market.
Expected profits from job creation are discounted more, so that job creation falls. Kilic and Wachter
(2016) show that time-varying disaster risk can explain the joint behavior of stock market valuations and
unemployment.
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Kocherlakota (2011) blends the OLG model of Samuelson (1958) with a matching model
that does not satisfy the usual equilibrium job creation condition. In his model, the
burst of bubbles does not affect unemployment when monetary policy is sufficiently ac-
commodative – a result which differs from ours, since bubbly states in our model are
necessarily characterized by allocative distortions, which are corrected in latent states.
In Miao, Wang, and Xu (2016), credit constraints give rise to multiple equilibria, so that
shifts in beliefs, not fundamentals, can create unemployment. Our model is closer to
the Pissarides model (Pissarides, 1985; Mortensen and Pissarides, 1994), which we treat
as a benchmark to characterize fundamental values. Labor market distortions are then
expressed relative to this fundamental state. In contrast with both Kocherlakota (2011)
and Miao, Wang, and Xu (2016), we also explore the quantitative ability of a matching
model with bubbles to replicate the data. Finally, Cahuc and Challe (2012) study an
OLG economy in which bubbles induce skilled workers to move away from the productive
sector to the financial sector. Their model is consistent with numerous pieces of anecdotal
evidence, for example about the striking growth of occupations in finance among Harvard
graduates in the years leading up to the financial crisis (Goldin and Katz, 2008). An
extension of our model to allow for multiple sectors could rationalize these facts.
Finally, this paper relates to a large body of research that proposes potential resolu-
tions of the “unemployment volatility puzzle”, highlighted by Shimer (2005). Among the
proposed extensions to the Pissarides model are the introduction of wage rigidity (Hall,
2005) or the enrichment of the model with additional features such as on-the-job search
or financial frictions (Wasmer and Weil, 2004). To generate a high volatility of labor
market outcomes, Hagedorn and Manovskii (2008) propose an alternative calibration of
the standard model, with a value of leisure close to that of labor, and a small labor share
of surplus. Together, these features increase the sensitivity of firm profits to productivity
shocks, which drives incentives to post vacancies. Mortensen (1999) models increasing
returns to scale in production as an alternative source of multiple equilibria, which gives
rise to unstable dynamics and limit cycles. Instead, we propose that the occurrence of
stochastic bubbles in firm value can be a major source of unemployment volatility.
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A strong empirical connection between volatility in the labor and in the stock mar-
ket supports this extension. The tight link between real and financial variables in our
model does not arise from a financial accelerator mechanism (Kiyotaki and Moore, 1997).
Volatility does not result from productivity shocks that are amplified, but from non-
fundamental changes in the beliefs of some investors. Baker and Wurgler (2006) show
that stock market bubbles are consistently associated with changes in investor sentiment.
Conclusion
Bubbles have been neglected in the search-and-macro literature, perhaps because of the
lack of simple solution characterizing bubbly episodes. The resulting lack of volatility led
macroeconomists to introduce additional sources of volatility and amplification, such as
wage stickiness, high bargaining shares, and other modeling variants. While these efforts
have significantly improved the understanding of the dynamics of labor frictions, the
theoretical possibility of bubbles has not been part of the main accounts. We provide such
a framework, with the simplest set of assumptions, that preserve rationality of individual
decisions and are gentlemanly close18 to the standard search approach. Our model has
a source of wage rigidity, but preserves the most important flexibility of wages, the fact
that entry wage depends on the current level of labor market tightness.
We characterize the distortions in firm value and market tightness that bubbles in-
duce, and show that the usual Hosios efficiency condition is no longer satisfied. Our
analysis rationalizes key stylized facts about bubbles, such as large deviations from trend
in employment. Quantitatively, we show that introducing bubbles makes it possible to
reconcile the matching model with important features of the data. It can explain the high
volatility of labor market outcomes, which the standard model is not able to generate.
It can also explain the high volatility of financial variables, such as the market value of
firms. To sum up, in our model, volatility of both real and financial variables are two
sides of the same coin, consistent with empirical evidence.
18We give credit to Victor Rios-Rull for this expression.
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Our model of bubbles can, and should, be extended along several dimensions. Prelim-
inary work suggests that a multiple-sector extension can explain additional features of the
data. In a two-sector model, the bubbly sector attracts workers from the stationary sector,
even though relative productivity is not increasing. When the bubble bursts, frictional
labor reallocation across sectors can create prolonged aggregate unemployment. Another
promising avenue is the study of bubbles in models with industry-specific human-capital
investments. In this case, bubbles induce workers to over-invest in skills that they can use
in a bubbly state, but increase the cost of job-to-job transitions once the bubble bursts.
Another dimension left aside at this stage is the question of the regulatory instruments
used to correct distortions induced by bubbles. Our discussion on efficiency is limited to
that of the optimal share of workers in total surplus. Quantitatively, we show that the
deviation from the Hosios rule is small in the latent state and at the inception of a
bubbly state, but grows exponentially afterwards. Instruments such as a tax on wages,
or on vacancies, or subsidies to non-employment could correct inefficiencies. However,
understanding their effects would require a better integration of our model with monetary
policy, along the lines of the search and money literature and of the growing literature on
bubbles.
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Table 6 – Notation
This table summarizes all notation from the model.
Notation Definition
Market tightness and value functions, by state
θ0 Steady state labor market tightness in the fundamental state
θL Steady state labor market tightness in the latent state
θBτ Labor market tightness in the bubbly state, when bubble has duration τ
J0 Asset value of a filled vacancy in the fundamental state
JL Asset value of a filled vacancy in the latent state
JB(τ) Asset value of a filled vacancy in the bubbly state, when bubble has duration τ
J0v Asset value of an unfilled vacancy in the fundamental state
JLv Asset value of an unfilled vacancy in the latent state
JBv Asset value of an unfilled vacancy in the bubbly state
WL Asset value of employment in the latent state
WB Asset value of employment in the bubbly state
WLu Asset value of unemployment in the latent state
WBu Asset value of unemployment in the bubbly state
Other parameters and variables
r Risk-free rate
s Separation rate
Υ Instantaneous probability that a bubbly state starts
Ξ Instantaneous probability that a bubbly state ends
R = r + s+ Ξ Bubble growth rate
q (θ) Job filling rate
f (θ) Job finding rate
v Number of vacant positions
n Number of employed workers
u Number of unemployed workers
m (v, u) Matching function
γ Posting costs
x Instantaneous output flow
z Value of leisure
w Wage
α Wage bargaining power of workers
K Jump in firm value when bubble starts
∆ (τ) Difference JB(τ)− JL
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Appendix - For online publication
A Data
This appendix provides additional details on both sectoral and aggregate data.
A.1 Sectoral data
Sectoral data is used to depict stock prices, employment and wages over the 1995-2005
period (i.e., five years before and after the 2000 crash of the technology bubble). We
construct series as follows:
• Stock market indices: We obtain data at a daily frequency on the Nasdaq Com-
posite Index from FRED (series id: NASDAQCOM) and on the Dow Jones Indus-
trial Average from the Wall Street Journal.
• Employed workers in technology and other sectors: We obtain data on the
total number of employed workers by industry (NAICS code) from the U.S. Bureau
of Labor Statistics (series id: ce.data.01.CurrentSaesAE.txt), from 1995 to 2005.
High-tech sectors are identified as in Ljungqvist and Wilhelm (2003), by SIC codes
3571, 3572, 3575, 3577, 3578 (computer hardware), 3661, 3663, 3669 (communica-
tions equipment), 3674 (electronics), 3812 (navigation equipment), 3823, 3825, 3826,
3827, 3829 (measuring and controlling devices), 4899 (communication services), and
7370, 7371, 7372, 7374, 7375, 7378, and 7379 (software). We convert SIC codes to
relevant NAICS codes using the SIC-to-NAICS Crosswalk tables provided by NAICS
Association.
• Hourly earnings in technology and other sectors: We obtain data on average
hourly earnings of production and nonsupervisory employees by industry (NAICS
code) from the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, from 1995 to 2005. High-tech sectors
are identified as described above. Wages are weighted by the number of employed
workers in each sector.
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A.2 Aggregate data
We follow Shimer (2005) by using data starting in January 1951, which makes it possible
to have consistent series for the main variables of the model. The sample period extends
to December 2014. After this date, the measure of vacancies is no longer available. We
construct series as follows:
• Unemployment (u): We obtain monthly data on the U.S. unemployment rate from
FRED (Federal Reserve Economic Data, at the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis,
series id: UNRATE). Primary data is constructed by the U.S. Bureau of Labor
Statistics from the Current Population Survey (CPS), and seasonally adjusted.
• Vacancies (v): We use the Help-Wanted Index proposed by Barnichon (2010). It
combines measures of print and online help-wanted advertising from the Conference
Board (see also Petrosky-Nadeau and Zhang, 2013, for a discussion). From v and
u, labor market tightness is computed as θ = v/u.
• Job finding rate (f): We follow Shimer (2005) and compute the job finding rate
as ft = 1−(ut+1−ust+1)/ut, where ust+1 is the number of workers unemployed for less
than one month in month t+1. From FRED, we obtain data on workers unemployed
for less than five weeks (series id: UEMPLT5). The total number of unemployed
workers is obtained by summing series UEMPLT5 + UEMP5TO14 + UEMP15T26
+ UEMP27OV. Primary data is constructed by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics
from the CPS, and seasonally adjusted.
• Labor productivity (x): From FRED, we download the real output per person
in the non-farm business sector, at a quarterly frequency (series id: PRS85006163).
Primary data is constructed by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics and seasonally
adjusted.
• Firm market value (J): We use the S&P Composite Stock Price Index, obtained
from Robert Shiller’s website, http://www.econ.yale.edu/ shiller/data.htm (see also
Shiller, 2015), at a monthly frequency.
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• Price-earning (P/E) ratio (J/(x − w)): Use the cyclically adjusted P/E ratio,
obtained from Robert Shiller’s website (see above). Cyclical adjustment is obtained
by averaging real earnings over a 10-year period. Data is available at a monthly
frequency from January 1871 to March 2016.
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B Derivations of model equations
We provide details on the derivation of some of the model equations.
B.1 Derivation of Equation (17)
The derivation of Equation (17) starts from the value of ∆(τ) in Equation (16), and
∆(τ) = R
r + sKe
Rτ − Ξ
r + s∆(τ)−
Υ
r + s∆(0)
⇔ ∆(τ) R
r + s +
Υ
r + s∆(0) =
R
r + sKe
Rτ
⇔ ∆(τ) + Υ
R
∆(0) =KeRτ
⇒ ∆(0) + Υ
R
∆(0) =K
⇒ ∆(τ)−∆(0) =K
[
eRτ − 1
]
⇔ ∆(0) =K R
R + Υ ,
where calculations also make Equation (18) appear.
B.2 Derivation of Equation (27)
From Equation (24), together with Equation (5), and eliminating the denominator (r +
s+ Υ), one obtains
(r + s+ Υ)(WL −WLu ) = w − rWu + Υ
(
WB(0)−WLu
)
,
which, together with the Nash-bargaining equation, yields
w = (1− α)rWLu − (1− α)Υ
(
WB(0)−WLu
)
+ αx+ αΥJB(0).
Observing that
rWLu = z +
α
1− αθ
Lγ + Υ
(
WBu (0)−WLu
)
,
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and after some calculation, one obtains
wL = (1− α) z + α
(
x+ θLγ
)
− (1− α)Υ
(
WB(0)−WLu
)
+ αΥJB(0) + (1− α)Υ
(
WBu (0)−WLu
)
,
= (1− α) z + α
(
x+ θLγ
)
+ (1− α)Υ
(
−WB(0) +WBu (0)
)
+ αΥJB(0).
Assume that wages are renegotiated when the bubble appears, then
(1− α)Υ
(
WB(0)−WBu (0)
)
= αΥJB(0),
from which it follows that the wage equals
wL = (1− α) z + α
(
x+ θLγ
)
.
B.3 Wages and entry in the semi-flexible case
We first show why we cannot allow wB(0, τ ′) to evolve over time if one wants the value of
firms to grow at exponential rate. To prove it by contradiction, assume that there exists
a constant ω such that
wB(0, τ ′) = wB(0, 0) + ω
(
eRτ
′ − 1
)
.
Given that
RJB(0, τ ′) = x− wB(0, τ ′) + ΞJL + ∂J
B
∂t
,
it follows that a solution is still
JB(0, τ ′) = a+KeRτ ′ ,
with
Ra+RKeRτ ′ = x− wB(0, 0)− ω
(
eRτ
′ − 1
)
+ ΞJL + bKeRτ ,
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which implies that ω = 0 and
a = x− w
B(0, 0) + ΞJ
R
,
so that
wB(0, τ ′) = wB(0, 0).
The wage is therefore constant after initial negotiation.
Next, the wage can be replaced into the free-entry condition to get Equation (30).
Further, from
JBpi (τ, τ) =
(x− z) (1− α)− αγθBτ + ΞJpi
R
+KJeRτ ,
Multiplying by R and dividing by (r + s), yields
JBpi =
(x− z) (1− α)− αγθBτ
r + s +
Ξ
r + s(J
L
pi − JBpi ) +
R
r + sKJe
Rτ ,
or
JBpi =
(x− z) (1− α)− αγθBτ
r + s +
Ξ
r + s(−∆(τ)) +
R
r + sKJe
Rτ .
Simplifying using: ∆(τ)−∆(0) = KJ
[
eRτ − 1
]
and
∆(0) = KJ
R
R + Υ ,
yields
JBpi =
(x− z) (1− α)− αγθBτ
r + s −
Ξ
r + sK
[
eRτ − 1
]
+ R
r + sKJe
Rτ − Ξ
r + s∆(0).
After a few additional calculations,
JBpi =
(x− z) (1− α)− αγθBτ
r + s + e
RτK
(
− Ξ
r + s +
R
r + s
)
+ Ξ
r + sK −
Ξ
r + s∆(0),
JBpi =
(x− z) (1− α)− αγθBτ
r + s + e
RτK + Ξ
r + sK −
Ξ
r + s∆(0),
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JBpi =
(x− z) (1− α)− αγθBτ
r + s + e
RτK + Ξ
r + sK
(
Υ
R + Υ
)
,
such that one obtains Equation (32).
B.4 Wages in the fully flexible case
Starting from definitions of the workers’ asset equations,
rWB = w + s
(
WBu −WB
)
+ Ξ
(
WL −WB
)
+ ∂W
B
∂t
,
rWBu = z + θBq
(
θB
) (
WB −WBu
)
+ Ξ
(
WLu −WBu
)
+ ∂W
B
u
∂t
,
and from
w = argmax
(
WB
(
wB(τ
)
−WBu (τ)
)α (
JB
(
wB(τ), τ
))1−α
,
one obtains
R
(
WB −WBu
)
= w − rWBu + Ξ
(
WL −WBu
)
+
(
∂WB
∂t
− ∂W
B
u
∂t
)
+ ∂W
B
u
∂t
,
while
RJB = x− w + ΞJL + ∂J
B
∂t
.
The solution must follow
(
w − rWBu + Ξ
(
WL −WBu
)
+
(
∂WB
∂t
− ∂W
B
u
∂t
)
+ ∂W
B
u
∂t
)
(1−α) = α
(
x− w + ΞJL + ∂J
B
∂t
)
,
or (
w − rWBu + Ξ
(
W −WBu
)
+ ∂W
B
u
∂t
)
(1− α) = α
(
x− w + ΞJL
)
,
or
w = α
(
x+ ΞJL
)
+
(
rWBu − Ξ
(
WL −WLu +WLu −WBu
)
− ∂W
B
u
∂t
)
(1− α)
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or, eliminating αΞJL by Ξ(WL−WLu )(1−α), using the bargaining equation in the latent
state,
w = α (x) +
(
rWBu − Ξ
(
WLu −WBu
)
− ∂W
B
u
∂t
)
(1− α).
Next, using
rWBu −
∂WBu
∂t
= z + θBq
(
θB
) (
WB −WBu
)
+ Ξ
(
WLu −WBu
)
,
we have
w = α (x) +
(
z + θBq
(
θB
) (
WB −WBu
)
+ Ξ
(
WLu −WBu
)
− Ξ
(
WLu −WBu
))
(1− α),
or
w = α (x) +
(
z + θBq
(
θB
) (
WB −WBu
))
(1− α),
and lastly using WB −WBu = JBα/(1− α) = γ/q(θB), yields
w = α
(
x+ θBγ
)
+ z(1− α).
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C Bubbles in firm value: A discrete-time illustration
We illustrate how bubbles in firm value can arise within the standard matching model.
Consider single-worker firms in discrete time. A firm has either one worker or none, so
that a bubble in firm value is a bubble in the value of a filled vacancy. Denote Jpit and Jvt,
respectively, the asset values of filled and unfilled vacancies at date t. A filled vacancy
yields a per-period output xt and gets paid a wage wt. The return St on a filled vacancy
between t and t+1 (alternatively, the per-period return of holding the firm in a portfolio)
is
St =
(1 + r) (xt − wt) + (1− s)E [Jpit+1]− Jpit
Jpit
,
where xt − wt is the per-period profit flow (“dividend” in an asset pricing equation) and
(1− s)E [Jpit+1]− Jpit is the per-period change in a filled vacancy value (“capital gain” in
an asset pricing equation). (1− s)E [Jpit+1] is the expected job value at the beginning of
date t+ 1, where we recognize that a job gets destroyed with a per-period probability s,
so that its value falls to Jvt+1 = 0.19 Profits xt −wt are received at the beginning of date
t, and can be re-invested until date t+ 1 at the risk-free rate r.
In efficient markets, a risk-neutral investor is indifferent between investing in the firm
and in the risk-free asset,
Et [St] = r.
Replacing and rearranging yields the first-order difference equation
Jpit = xt − wt + 1− s1 + rEt [Jpit+1] , (48)
a particular solution of which is
J0pit =
∞∑
i=0
(1− s
1 + r
)i
Et [xt+i − wt+i] .
In this case, the value of a filled vacancy is its fundamental value, that is, the present
19A free-entry condition for vacancies is required for Jvt+1 = 0 to hold.
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discounted value of the stream of profits it generates until the job gets destroyed (at rate
s). The fundamental value is not the only solution, however. General solutions to (48)
are of the form
Jpit =
∞∑
i=0
(1− s
1 + r
)i
Et [xt+i − wt+i] +Bt, (49)
with
Et [Bt+1] =
1 + r
1− sBt. (50)
In Equation (49), the value of a filled job is the sum of its fundamental value plus a bubble
component, Jpit = J0pit + Bt. As long as they satisfy Equation (50), bubbles can take any
form (see Blanchard and Watson, 1982). One interesting case is that of a stochastic
bubble that bursts with a constant per-period probability Ξ,
Bt+1 =

1+r
(1−s)(1−Ξ)Bt with probability 1− Ξ,
0 with probability Ξ.
To be sustainable, a stochastic bubble must grow at a rate higher than r, to compensate
holders of the bubble for the fact that it may burst with probability Ξ, and that the
job can be terminated with probability s. We construct our baseline model using this
specification. This simple case illustrates that bubbles in firm value are part of the set of
solutions to the standard matching model.
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D Alternative models of bubbles
In this appendix, we introduce alternative models of bubbles. First, transitions between
the latent and the bubbly states can be tied to realizations of the productivity shock x.
Second, the probability that a bubble bursts can increase over time.
D.1 Transitions across states driven by productivity shocks
We now assume that the transition between latent and bubbly is tied to realizations of
aggregate productivity x. There is only one generic Poisson shock with parameter λ, still
drawn from the distribution of productivity characterized by c.d.f. G(x) with support
[xmin, xmax]. We maintain the assumption that the xmin is high enough to ensure that the
firm is not destroyed when it is realized.
This productivity process provides a justification for the appearance and disappear-
ance of bubbly states. Empirically, there is ample evidence that bubbles appear at times
of technological breakthroughs (De Marzo et al., 2007). It can be assumed that transi-
tions Υ and Ξ coincide with changes in aggregate productivity. Hence, the apparition
of the bubbly state is rationalized by the occurrence of a high productivity shock, which
induces some agents to change expectations about future capital gains. In this case,
Υ = λ.(1 − G(B+)), where B+ is the productivity threshold leading to the appear-
ance of a bubbly state. Conversely, a transition back to the latent state is triggered at
rate Ξ = λ.G(B−), where B− is low productivity threshold inducing agents to revise
their expectations. The limit case in which bubbly expectations never emerge is when
1−G(B+) = 0.
The value of a filled vacancy in the latent state is
(r + s+ λ) JL(x) = x− w + λ.
∫ B+
xmin
JL(x′) dG(x′) + λ.
∫ xmax
B+
JB(τ = 0, x′) dG(x′)
while it solves, in the bubbly state,
(r + s+ λ) JB(τ, x) = x− w + λ.
∫ B−
xmin
JL(x′) dG(x′) + λ.
∫ xmax
B−
JB(τ, x′) dG(x′) + ∂J
B
∂t
.
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We postulate here the existence of solution of the form a(x+b)+Kegτ , where the solution
grows exponentially at a constant rate g between two productivity changes. It is easily
verified that g = r + s + λ.G(B−) = r + s + Ξ, as before, and that a = (r + s + λ)−1.
Similarly, looking for linear solutions for JL(x) = a′(x + b′), one easily verified that
a′ = a = (r + s + λ)−1. The constant terms b′ and b incorporate the thresholds B+ and
B−, as well as the support of G(x). Since they do not bring additional intuition, we do
not make them explicit.
D.2 Rising probability of the explosion of a bubble
Alternatively, the probability that the bubbly state ends, Ξ, can be time-varying. In this
case, Ξ is a function of the duration of the bubbly state, τ . This case has previously been
discussed in Blanchard (1979).
D.2.1 General solution
The differential equation associated with this problem is
[r + s+Ξ(τ)] JB(τ) = x− w + Ξ(τ)JL + ∂J
B
∂t
,
while it is still the case that
JL = x− w + ΥJ
B(0)
r + s+ Υ =
γ
q (θL) .
Generalizing the solution shown before, one postulates solutions satisfying
[r + s+Ξ(τ)] JB(τ) = x− w + ΞJL + [r + s+Ξ(τ)]K(τ)e[r+s+Ξ(τ)]τ .
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The above equation can be differentiated under constant wages and productivity. We show
that there is a function K(τ) linked to any time-varying function of Ξ(τ). It satisfies
[r + s+Ξ(τ)]
[
∂JB
∂t
− [r + s+Ξ(τ)]K(τ)e[r+s+Ξ(τ)]τ
]
+ Ξ′(τ)JB(τ)
= Ξ′(τ)JL + Ξ′(τ)K(τ)e[r+s+Ξ(τ)]τ + [r + s+Ξ(τ)]K ′(τ)e[r+s+Ξ(τ)]τ
⇔ [r + s+Ξ(τ)]
[
∂JB
∂t
− (r + s+ Ξ(τ)) JB(τ)− (x− w + Ξ(τ)JL)
]
+ Ξ′(τ)JB(τ)
= Ξ′(τ)J + Ξ′(τ)K(τ)e[r+s+Ξ(τ)]τ + [r + s+Ξ(τ)]K ′(τ)e[r+s+Ξ(τ)]τ
⇔ Ξ′(τ)
[
JB(τ)− JL −K(τ)e[r+s+Ξ(τ)]
]
= [r + s+Ξ(τ)]K ′(τ)e[r+s+Ξ(τ)]τ
⇔ Ξ′(τ)
[
x− w − (r + s)JL
r + s+Ξ(τ)
]
= [r + s+Ξ(τ)]K ′(τ)e[r+s+Ξ(τ)]τ
⇔ Ξ
′(τ)
[r + s+Ξ(τ)]2
[
x− w − (r + s)JL
]
e−(r+s+Ξ)τ = K ′(τ).
The solution to K(τ) is given by:
kJ(τ)−K(0)
x− w − (r + s)J =
∫ T
0
[
Ξ′(τ)
[r + s+Ξ(τ)]2
e−[r+s+Ξ(τ)]τ
]
dt. (51)
The generic problem is to find an explicit solution for
∫ T
0
H(τ)dt,
where
H(τ) = Ξ
′(τ)
[r + s+Ξ(τ)]2
e−[r+s+Ξ(τ)]τ .
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Equation (51) can be integrated, using the form
∫ T
0 f(τ)G(τ)dt = [F (τ)G(τ)]
T
0−
∫ T
0 F (τ)g(τ)dt,
where
f(τ) = Ξ
′(τ)
[r + s+Ξ(τ)]2
,
F (τ) = 1[r + s+Ξ(τ)] ,
G(τ) = e−[r+s+Ξ(τ)]τ ,
g(τ) = − [r + s+Ξ(τ)] e−[r+s+Ξ(τ)]τ + Ξ′(τ)e−(r+s+Ξ(τ))τ ,
which leads to:
kJ(τ)−K(0)
x− w − (r + s)J = [F (τ)G(τ)]
T
0 −
∫ T
0
[
−e−[r+s+Ξ(τ)]τ + Ξ
′(τ)
r + s+Ξ(τ)e
−[r+s+Ξ(τ)]τ
]
dt.
D.2.2 Specific cases
We derive three special cases by formulating assumptions on the functional form Ξ(τ).
First, assume a function Ξ(τ) such that
Ξ(τ) = e(r+s+Ξ(τ))t,
⇔ log(Ξ(τ)) = (r + s+Ξ(τ))t,
so that
Ξ′(τ)(1− tΞ(τ)) = Ξ(τ)(r + s+Ξ(τ)).
Thus,
Ξ′(τ)
[r + s+Ξ(τ)]2
e−[r+s+Ξ(τ)]τ = Ξ(τ)(r + s+Ξ(τ))
[r + s+Ξ(τ)]2 (1− tΞ(τ))e
−[r+s+Ξ(τ)]τ
= 1[r + s+Ξ(τ)] (1− τΞ(τ)) .
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A second special case is one in which Ξ(τ) = Ξ0 − a/t, so that
H(τ) = a/t
2
[r + s+Ξ0 − a/t]2
e−[r+s+Ξ0]τe−a.
Finally, a third special case is with Ξ(τ) = Ξ0eat, so that
H(τ) = Ξ0a
[r + s+Ξ(τ)]2
e−[r+s+Ξ(τ)−a]τ .
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